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I. INTRODUCTION
Free will is a familiar, ingrained feature of human life. When we decide what to do — for instance, decide
to pick up that cup of coffee, we may unreflectively believe that it was up to us what we decided. When
we move about in the world — for example, running along the trail, we may unreflectively believe that it is
up to us when and how we act. Here ‘up to us’ indicates a kind of control over our decisions and actions.
Intentional actions are a kind of goal directed activity over which the agent has some control.1 We humans
as social beings take it that, typically, other humans too have this kind of control over their decisions and
actions. Moreover, we take it that humans extend this control not over just innocuous matters, like sipping
coffee, but over morally weighty ones too, such as whether and how to care for and treat our dependents,
affiliates, and distant others.
If we believe that at least some of our decisions and actions, especially our intentional bodily movements
and their consequences, are up to us, we may believe that we are freely deciding or acting, at least at times.
Accounts of free will differ widely, but most free will theorists take free will to be the ability to act freely.
An agent who has free will has the appropriate kind of control over her decisions and actions to be an apt
target of the responsibility practices (see, e.g., Mele 2013a for background on this linking of free will and
moral responsibility).2 Here by responsibility practices, we’ll understand these practices broadly to include
not only moral practices of blaming or praising an agent (e.g., for moral bad and good actions), but also
legal practices of punishment as well as divine judgments and punishments of an agent’s actions (e.g., for
sins and saintly acts). Others take the control typically associated with responsibility to be valuable in its
own right as grounding our human nature as self-governing agents.
Yet, on reflection, our conception of ourselves as free and responsible agents raises many questions: What
kinds of abilities do free agents need? What kinds of conditions make possible or prohibit our free agency?
Do we humans, in fact, possess those abilities in the right conditions — i.e., do we exercise free will? If not,
should we still be held responsible? What would institutions, such as the everyday moral system and legal
system, look like without the assumption of free will?
This paper surveys recent work on these questions from a wide array of disciplines, including philosophy,
psychology, and neuroscience. In Section II, I will provide a background on the discussion of free will and
why possessing free will is held to be crucial for our conception of ourselves as self-governing and
responsible agents. The remainder of the paper (Sections III-VI) will be devoted to exploring innovative
new research which grapples with our place in the world as free agents. In those sections I will outline the
proposed threat of determinism, of three kinds — metaphysical, neurological/physical, and divine, to our
ability to exercise control over our lives. I will then, correspondingly, divide these research contributions

Non-human animals engage in goal-directed behaviors in some sense, but here the focus is a subset of goal-directed
behaviors, human intentional actions.
See, e.g., Fischer and Ravizza (1998). If one is an apt target of the moral responsibility practices, then one qualifies as the
type of agent deserving of moral blame (for a morally bad action) and moral praise (for a morally good action) (see, e.g.,
Fischer and Tognazzini 2011; Watson 1996).
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(Sections III-VI) in terms of their free will focus: metaphysical, neurological/psychological, and divine
issues.

II. BACKGROUND: FREE WILL AS CONTROL OVER WHAT?
Exercising one’s free will involves an exercise of control, or influence, over oneself. But what exactly must
an agent control in order to exercise free will? One answer is that free will requires control over one’s
actions (and perhaps the consequences of those actions). This sense of free will is sometimes referred to
as free action.
Here by ‘actions' we mean overt actions, such as bodily movements and the effects of those movements.
This makes sense: When we hold people responsible — e.g., blame them, punish them, feel gratitude
toward them, we tend to hold them responsible for their conduct, or actions, and the repercussions of
those actions. And so on (at least) a backward-looking notion of responsibility,3 we care about whether the
agent had control over her actions. Why?
For instance, suppose on a crowded sidewalk Jan shoves into a group of pedestrians, causing an elderly
pedestrian in the group to fall onto a crosswalk and sustain a serious injury. If we come to find out that Jan
had a seizure and her “shoving” was the result of that unexpected seizure, it would be strange and
inappropriate to feel (or express) blame or anger or indignation at Jan. (Although we may still rightly feel
that the incident was unfortunate for all involved.) Her bodily movement and the resulting shove were not
‘her own’ or ‘up to her’ — she the agent did not authorize or causally initiate the action, she did not desire
or intend to shove into or recklessly endanger others. She did not control her action. Instead it was a
passive, involuntary movement.
Now suppose instead that circumstances were different: Jan is late to a Broadway play, one for which she
has paid significant money. She doesn’t want to miss the curtain’s going up and the doors closing for
seating. She runs down the crowded sidewalk and, knowingly, straight into a group of pedestrians. The
elderly pedestrian falls and sustains a serious injury. Here of course the group of pedestrians and especially
the injured party should be permitted, and likely would, express blame, anger, resentment (from the
injured party), and indignation (from the spectators) at Jan for her reckless action and the resulting injury.
To achieve her goal of not missing the opening curtain, Jan intentionally ran down the crowded sidewalk,
knowing that she may well knock into others and that someone may get injured (even if Jan didn’t intend
for others to get injured). Hence, her shoving of the pedestrians and the elderly pedestrian’s injury are the
result of how she intentionally moved her body, an exercise of control over her actions. Moreover, the

See Pereboom 2015 for a clear discussion of distinct kinds of backward-looking and forward-looking senses of responsibility.
On a forward-looking account of responsibility, we look to the effect of holding the agent responsible on future states of affairs
— e.g., it will aid in preventing her (or others) from acting in a similar manner in the future. On a backward-looking account of
responsibility, we look to see that the response, or treatment of her, fits or is deserving given her past action and state of mind
— e.g., she knowingly expressed ill-will (or lack of good will) toward others in her action, so the response is a fitting expression
of condemnation of that ill-will (or lack of good will).
3
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action expresses something about Jan as an agent — she was reckless, knowingly taking the risk of injuring
others. In this way the action was up to Jan.
So it seems that the agent’s state of mind — goals, desires, perceptions — at the time of action, in addition
to how she moves her body, plays a central role in whether and to what extent she controls her actions
and so acts freely. And that state of mind may well be heavily influenced by the kind of person, morally
and pragmatically, that Jan is. For instance, if Jan were the kind of person who often put others before
herself in life or perhaps just is a laidback individual, she wouldn’t have thought to rush to the theatre. We
tend to believe, and endorse in our attributions and judgments of others, that people have characters, or
a stable set of traits, that inform their decisions and dispose them to act in certain ways. 4 But now one may
reasonably ask the following: even if an agent acts freely, how much control does the agent have over her
state of mind?5 In particular, are agents’ decisions really up to them? Here we can separate two further
senses in which agents might be said to have free will:
(1) The agent exercises control over her decision, or broader, motivation for her action. Call this
freedom of the will, or volitional freedom.
(2) The agent exercises control over the psychological features of her that cause, or more broadly,
inform her decision (and so action). Call this ultimacy, short for ultimate sourcehood.
Hence, agents who act on similar decisions in similar circumstances may differ in the control that they
exercise over their will and character. (Here by ‘decision,' we mean practical decisions, or decisions about
what to do, as opposed to decisions about what is the case — see, e.g., Mele 2010a; Mele 2010c). Everyday
considerations and criminal law are full of talk of mitigating circumstances due to lack of control —
someone’s mindset and actions might be judged to be bad, but that agent have been subject to horrific
childhood neglect and violence. To the extent that the development of character and self-control capacities
are out of one’s hands, we tend to soften or change our judgment and treatment of those agents. For
instance, we might excuse a freshly bereaved person for acting hostilely to those in his close social circle
— although friends may ordinarily take offense and so express anger and moral blame for slights. Here
stress and extreme emotion may be driving the person to act in ways out of line with who he is. Or, in
some cases, it may be on the whole inappropriate to blame the offending agent in question at all for any
ill conduct. For example, in cases of immaturity due to youth or lack of moral (or reasoning) capacity due
to disorder, certain agents can be outside of the realm of the responsibility practices (at least morally)
because they lack the relevant control capacities altogether: The moral reaction of others to a toddler or

For early psychological work that challenges this assumption, see Mischel 1973. For recent challenges to this commonsense
assumption, see, e.g., Doris 2002 and Mele and Shepherd 2013, among others.
This paper focuses on questions of control in relation to free will and moral responsibility. I have included in these questions
some issues of how and whether agents know of the consequences of their actions. There is, however, a tradition in the
literature of discussing freedom (control) requirements for responsibility as separate from epistemic (or knowledge)
requirements for free will. Whether or not philosophers of free will do or should distinguish the two is debatable in itself (see
Mele 2010d).
4
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schizophrenic patient who causes serious injury is of a different kind than the reaction to a healthy
neurotypical adult who acts similarly.6 (See Glannon 2012a for a discussion of how academic theories of
control bear upon the agency of those with mental disorder).
A central focus, then, in the discussion of free will are the following issues regarding control:
What exactly must an agent control to qualify as a responsible agent for her actions? (e.g. free
action, volitional freedom, ultimacy)
What are the abilities necessary or sufficient (or both) for the (relevant) free will and so responsible
agency?
What are the necessary and prohibiting conditions for free will? That is, which conditions are
required for or rule out agents having free will?
Which conditions may enhance or limit our exercise of free will?
For each section III through VI, I will provide a brief taxonomy of accounts of free will in terms of the
issue of determinism. Determinism will be explained in terms of metaphysical determinism,
physical/neurological determinism, and divine foreknowledge and intervention. Each kind has relevance
for various ways an agent might be held responsible (e.g., morally, legally, punishment and reward for
sins). This taxonomy will help guide readers in situating the accounts of free will offered and assessed in
the review. There recent contributions to the literature will correspondingly be organized in terms of
metaphysical, neurological/physical, and divine issues of free will.

III. METAPHYSICAL ISSUES: WHAT DOES A CHARACTERIZATION OF FREE
WILL LOOK LIKE?
We’ve discussed how much of the free will literature revolves around the question of what kind of control
an agent must have to be responsible for her conduct (and to be a self-governing agent). The debate in
both the philosophical literature centers on the following question of
Can agents have free will if determinism is true (i.e., if the world is deterministic)?
Call this question the compatibility question, as distinct from the question of whether determinism is true
— that is, whether the world is in fact deterministic or not. This question is also distinct from the following
related one:

See Strawson 1963, a foundational paper in the literature, for an account of moral responsibility practices in terms of reactive
attitudes and conditions for excuse and exemption.
6
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Do some actual agents have free will?
Call this the existence question.
I have not yet said what determinism is, which is an important thesis in the larger discussion. However,
given that this paper concerns at least three related senses of determinism and their compatibility with free
will, I will temporarily put the details aside. Instead, let’s label the positions in the free will debate according
to their stance on the compatibility and existence questions.
Compatibilists hold that free will is compatible with determinism.
That is, compatibilists answer ‘yes’ to the compatibility question. (Compatibilism might sound odd to
readers, given that the popular debate is often framed as freedom from determinism — or freedom versus
determinism, but the following discussion of determinism will motivate why compatibilism is a genuine
possibility, at least to some philosophers and perhaps nonphilosophers too.) It is important to note that
most compatibilists do not think that the truth of determinism is required for agents to act freely, but
merely that determinism in itself is no threat to agents exercising free will. Philosophers sometimes state
this idea in terms of ‘possible worlds': For the compatibilist, there is a possible world in which determinism
is true of that world and some agent acts freely in that world. Further, compatibilists tend to answer ‘yes'
to the existence questions: actual agents have the control capacities to be considered free agents. In
contrast,
Incompatibilists hold that free will is incompatible with determinism.
That is, incompatibilists answer ‘no’ to the compatibility question: if determinism is true of that world,
then no one acts freely in that world. Incompatibilists are divided further into camps based on their stance
on the existence question.
Incompatibilists who argue that some actual agents do in fact possess free will are called
libertarians.
Incompatibilists who argue that no actual agents have free will are termed free will skeptics.
The latter group are skeptical that anyone has the control over themselves required to be a responsible
agent or to be self-governing. One may be a free will skeptic because either one takes determinism to be
true — hard determinism — or one also takes indeterminism to preclude free will — hard incompatibilism.
Given this talk of determinism, it is time to characterize three kinds of determinism free will theorists
discuss as potentially incompatible to free will. Doing so will make it clear why compatibilists and
incompatibilists of different stripes lay out the control capacities and enabling conditions they do for their
accounts of free will. In this section on metaphysical issues, we will consider the following kind of
determinism as relevant for free will:
7

Metaphysical determinism: A complete true description of the laws of nature and state of the world
at a time [logically] entails all truths about that world. 7
One way to think about this idea is in terms of the events of the universe being rewound and replayed.8
This “rollback” explanation of metaphysical determinism is expressed well in Nahmias et al. 2006:
Imagine there is a universe (Universe C) that is re-created over and over again, starting from the
exact same initial conditions and with all the same laws of nature. In this universe the same initial
conditions and the same laws of nature cause the exact same events for the entire history of the
universe, so that every single time the universe is re-created, everything must happen the exact
same way. For instance, in this universe whenever a person decides to do something, every time
the universe is re-created, that person decides to do the same thing at that time and then does
it…For instance, in this universe a person named Jill decides to steal a necklace at a particular time
and then steals it, and every time the universe is re-created, Jill decides to steal the necklace at that
time and then steals it. (p. 38)
Notice that this kind of determinism is all inclusive — it’s not just the facts about the agent such as her
desires and values and situation that remain the same in each rollback. Rather, if everything about that
world is held fixed, then the same event must occur. Two things are especially noteworthy about this: First,
metaphysical determinism is consistent with an agent’s doing something else if something major or even
minor had been different prior to her decision and action (e.g., the reasons she considered for stealing the
necklace). Second, metaphysical determinism is consistent with physicalism, the view that the facts about
the world are exhaustively fixed by the physical facts of the world.
Some compatibilists, historically and in contemporary debates, have embraced that all that is required for
free will is what we have called free action. The agent need only exercise control in the sense that her
action is the product of her internal state of mind. 9 If Jill steals a necklace, then she did so freely insofar as
she stole the necklace due to her desire or intention to do so. If she had been in a different state of mind
— say, considered the disappointment that her family might feel about her being a thief and entertained
anticipated guilty and shame — then she might have not stolen it. But if, on the contrary, we find out that
she was coerced or compelled to steal on that occasion — say, at gunpoint by another person or due to a
severe kleptomaniac compulsion, then we might say that she does not have the right control over action
to act freely at that time. Compatibilists of this stripe then bid you to notice that we can distinguish coerced
and compelled actions from agent-driven actions even in deterministic worlds. So determinism is not a
threat to free will.

7
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9

van Inwagen (1983)
The former is an entailment claim, while the latter is in terms of causation talk.
For an overview of Hobbes and Hume’s views on free will, see Russell (1988)
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Incompatibilists typically agree that lack of compulsion or coercion is necessary for agents to have free
will, however incompatibilists don’t take this kind of freedom of action to be enough control for free will.
Instead they press: How can one be in control of what one does here and now if any action one takes is
the consequence of the laws of nature and the (complete) conditions of the world before one’s birth? This
idea is captured in van Inwagen’s Consequence Argument, an informal version of which is expressed as
follows:
If determinism is true, then our acts are the consequences of the laws of nature and events in the
remote past. But it is not up to us what went on before we were born; and neither is it up to us
what the laws of nature are. Therefore the consequences of these things (including our own actions)
are not up to us (1983, p. 16).
The argument assumes, then, that for us to have free will our actions have to be 'up to us’ in the sense that,
roughly, there is something we could do now to change or affect which actions we take. 10 If the
Consequence Argument is taken as a sound argument, this suggests two things: First, that the control
relevant for free will is the control to decide which decision or action (or inaction) to take and that that
requires some ‘deep openness’ of the future. As Mele puts deep openness in his A Dialogue on Free Will
and Science:
What you need is that more than one option is open to you, given everything as it actually was at
the time — your mood, all of your thoughts and feelings, your brain, your environment, and indeed,
the entire universe and its entire history (2014b, p. 8).
This deep openness is ruled out in deterministic worlds. Second, note that on this picture of free will, the
agent needs to do more than exercise free action to have free will: the agent needs volitional freedom and
(or) ultimacy.
Hence, incompatibilists begin to fill out their account of volitional freedom as, first, requiring
indeterminism when an agent decides or acts freely. Second, the abilities of the agent which underscore
control are then specified. The further details of any given free will account rely on its answer to what I’ll
call the criteria question:
What are the agential abilities necessary and (or) sufficient for free will?
Event-causalists argue that free decisions and actions must be indeterministically caused by mental states,
such as beliefs, desires, intentions, consideration of reasons, etc. 11 On these accounts, agents exercise free

This kind of agential control is sometimes understood in terms of agent’s having other alternatives to their actual action, or
the ability to do otherwise. Frankfurt 1969 offers a well-known proposed counterexample to the claim that an agent is morally
responsible for her action only if she could have done otherwise. There is a thriving literature revolving around these
counterexamples (see, e.g., Hunt and Shabo 2013 for one such paper out of many).
Some incompatibilists are noncausalists about free action (see, e.g., McCann 1998).
10
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will when their state of mind brings about their decision and action (in the absence of manipulation,
compulsion, or coercion), AND a different decision or action could have occurred holding fixed
everything prior to the decision (or action).12
Other incompatibilists, agent-causalists, set the bar higher. They are concerned that if all of our decisions
and actions are just the result of events and processes in the world, albeit a special kind — mental events
and processes — then agent as a self or as a person isn’t in control or self-governing. Hence the agentcausalists hold that the agent is something more than or distinct from these beliefs, desires, and values.
Agent-causalists argue that free decisions and actions must be caused, or brought about directly, by the
agent herself and not (just) her mental states. Here the agent could be, but need not be, understood as a
soul. The idea is that the agent who exercises free will is a substance that has an active power to determine
her decisions and actions. Otherwise, the thought goes, what would action be but just another event in a
world of events (e.g., fires burning, fish swimming, etc.)? In this way, incompatibilists, especially agentcausal incompatibilists, contend that free will involves ultimate sourcehood, the agent contributes to her
decisions and actions independently of past events.13
We should pause to note the following at this stage: First, it bears keeping in mind that the incompatibilist
can be either a libertarian or a free will skeptic. That is, answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to the question of whether
agents actually met these conditions for free will (the existence question). Second, importantly,
compatibilists may also agree that free will involves volitional freedom or ultimacy beyond free action.
However, such compatibilists will argue that the conditions for having volitional freedom and ultimate
sourcehood are compatible with determinism: Mele characterizes compatibilist accounts broadly as being
of the following form: “a competent decision-maker who hasn’t been manipulated and isn’t being
compelled or coerced” (2014b, p. 6). Roughly, in addition to lack of manipulation and compulsion, agents
have volitional freedom or ultimate sourcehood in the compatibilist sense that they understand reasons
for actions and act because of those reasons or act on desires that are really their own (e.g., they endorse
or approve of those desires).14 And, in fact, many event-causalist incompatibilists too endorse these kinds
of capacities in their answer to the criteria question. The major difference, then, is that the incompatibilists
require a lack of determinism in addition to these agential abilities underscoring free will. (For an extremely
accessible and clear guide to the basic philosophical positions in the free will and their differences, see
Mele 2012j.) Third, it’s important to note that metaphysical accounts of free will are typically tied to an
agent’s status as a responsible agent in the moral sense: whether she is deserving of praise (for a morally
good action) or blame (for a morally bad action). (For a discussion of the relationship between free will
and moral responsibility, see Mele 2015b and Mele 2017d, Ch. 5). To a lesser extent, similar conditions
of control are subject of legal mens rea — the quality of mind of a defendant for a crime — and so pertinent
for issues of criminal responsibility (e.g., desert of legal punishment).15

12
13
14

For event-causal accounts, see, for example, Kane (1996), Balauger (2004), Franklin (2011), Franklin (2013).
For agent-causal incompatibilist accounts of free will, see, for example, O’Connor (2000) and Clarke (2003).
For a sample of such compatibilist accounts, see Fischer and Ravizza (1998), Wallace (1994), and Frankfurt (1971).

15

See Mele (2012a) for a discussion of control and criminal responsibility. See also section IV.4.
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The kinds of free will accounts introduced here all specify the metaphysical conditions that would need
to be met for agents to have free will and how free will is related to metaphysical determinism. We’ll now
explore how recent research has provided further insight into these metaphysical issues of free will.
III.1 What is intentional action?
We’ve discussed the kinds and amount of control that various theorists hold one must have to be
responsible for one’s action. However, another key question is for which items are agents in control in the
relevant respect and responsible? It seems plausible that one can exercise control over decisions and
bodily movements, if one controls anything. So agents can be responsible for these items if so. Beyond
this, philosophers disagree about whether and to what extent agents are responsible for their attitudes,
implicit and explicit, and the consequences of their actions (see, e.g., Levy 2014 for work on responsibility
for attitudes). Nevertheless, to understand what it means to be responsible for decisions and intentional
actions requires that we have a handle on what decisions and intentional actions are. Here I outline a
sampling of recent work on these topics from action theory.
Let’s examine Jan’s decision to run through the crowd of pedestrians: imagine that Jan, stuck on the
subway, deliberated about what to do: should she run to the theatre to make the curtain’s going up or walk
at a safe pace? Jan considers her reasons for each option. She might believe that if she doesn’t rush, then
she will miss the start of the show and will not be seated. She wants to make the start of the show. She
believes she paid good money for her tickets and (falling prey to the sunk cost fallacy) desires not to waste
her money. On the other hand, she believes that it is dangerous to run through crowds, and she desires to
act safely. Nevertheless, she decides to rush to the theater. Here Jan makes a practical decision, she forms
an intention about what to do. This intention indicates Jan’s settledness on a plan of action. More broadly,
agents who have intentions to act are settled on acting in such-and-such way (Mele 2014b; Mele 2017d,
Ch. 2). Here Jan’s deciding was an active matter, a mental action. What role did her reasons play in her
deciding as she did? Here action theorists disagree: McCann (2012; 2013b) argues that while reasons
explain why Jan decided as she did, they did not cause her decision. Reasons on a noncausal view can
serve justifying and explanatory roles, but are not causes of actions. In contrast, others, such as Mele
(2013g; 2013h; 2017d, Ch. 3), articulate and defend a version of causalism, that not only can reasons be
cited in explanations of decisions and actions, but further that reasons can be among the causes of
decisions and actions.
Imagine that when Jan begins to run, she startles a pigeon and the pigeon flies away. Moreover, she also
lifts up her left foot. Is Jan’s startling a pigeon and lifting her left foot distinct from her action of beginning
to run? That is, are they the same or different actions? She began to run intentionally — doing so was
initiated by her intention to run. Did she also startle the pigeon and lift her left foot intentionally? The
former question refers to the matter of action individuation, or how to distinguish or individuate actions.
The latter question is related to the issue of what makes an action an intentional action. The literature on
these questions is vast, but some recent philosophical writing on the topic include McCann 2013a, Mele
2014a, Mele 2017d. Recently, philosophers and psychologists have surveyed non philosophers’ judgments
as to whether certain actions are intentional in an effort to understand what kinds of factors drive judgments
11

of intentionality (for a seminal study, see Knobe 2003, and for related studies see Mele 2012b; Mele
2012h).
III.2 Philosophical accounts of self-control and self-deception
Action theorists may refer, at times, to the empirical literature on how people actually act or what non
philosophers believe about actions, but generally action theory is a normative field. Action theorists seek
to understand decisions, intentional action, free actions, etc., in terms of rational agency. One way to see
this is to think of agency on a continuum. On one end of the spectrum, an agent may be (ideally, if not
ever in practice) perfectly self-controlled, an exemplar of rational agency. Such an agent demonstrates
enkrateia (to use Aristotle’s term [Nichomachean Ethics]), or self-control (as I will refer to it). That is, the
self-controlled agent’s actions always align with what she judges it best to do, on the whole, given how she
is psychologically (her beliefs, values, desires). If you are an agent with ideal self-control, then if you judge
it best to stop eating pastries at the coffee shop (despite your strong desire to eat them), then you will pass
up the pastries every visit to the coffee shop. The other end of the spectrum is akrasia, or weakness of will
(as I will refer to it): The weak-willed agent acts contrary to his on-the-whole judgment of what it is best to
do. The extreme weak-willed agent always eats the pastry when in the coffee shop despite his judgment
that he shouldn’t. Normal human agents fall somewhere in the middle of this spectrum, in terms of their
trait self-control. Here self-control as a character trait is distinct from the virtue of temperance (Mele
2016b).
Contemporary action theorists have typically, although not universally, focused on whether any particular
action (as opposed to the agent) is weak-willed (see, e.g., Mele 2011c for a concise introduction of this
historically well-established topic and Mele 2012l for a book length treatment). This is sometimes also
referred to as weak willed action.16 One of the major questions regarding weakness of will/akrasia is whether
agents can act freely when they intentionally act contrary to their judgment about what’s best to do —
referred to as strict akratic action (Mele 2011c). Another point of discussion concerns whether how closely
exercises of ideal self-control are tied to the influence of reason to the exclusion of the ‘passions’ or desires
(Mele 2011d). Further, we can distinguish how agents can exercise self-control in their actions at a time
(synchronic) versus over time (diachronic). Each kind of exercise of self-control raises conceptual issues
for which philosophers have offered proposals (e.g., Mele 2013e; Mele 2012l). (For an interview-style
overview of this research, see the interview with Mele in The Philosopher’s Magazine (2013m).) Levy
(2016a) interestingly applies a broader notion of autonomy-related self-control to the issue of whether
addicts can give informed consent for recovery treatments and programs, such as supervised heroin
injections. Other intriguing topics regarding rationality, which will not be explored here given space
constraints, include philosophical accounts of self-deception (see, e.g., Mele 2012f). The issue of selfcontrol, broadly construed, from a psychological perspective will be taken up again in section V.1 below.

16

See, however, Holton 1999 for a distinct usage of this term.
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III.3 Arguments for and against compatibilism
Compatibilists run the gamut from those who argue that mere free action is sufficient for free will to those
who argue for determinism-friendly volitional freedom or determinism-friendly ultimacy. What is
common to all such accounts, though, is that the control capacities relevant for moral responsibility are
compatible with determinism. That is, even if our universe is deterministic, this is no barrier in and of
itself to agents acting freely.
One of the dominant objections to compatibilist in the contemporary literature is a family of arguments
called ‘manipulation arguments.’ Manipulation is a species of influence. By manipulation here, I mean
cases in which a person wants another person, the agent, to do something or be some way, but does not
want to overtly force her to do it (or be that way). Manipulation can range from subtle suggestion and
nudging to full-blown science-fiction-like agent-design. The relevance of manipulation to a person’s
autonomy is a critical debate undertaken by, among other disciplines, philosophy and political science
(e.g., manipulation arguments against certain accounts of free will and moral responsibility; the relationship
between coercion and manipulation in political philosophy). In particular, in the free will domain
incompatibilists exploit what is thought to be a common intuition about the responsibility-undermining
feature of manipulation. Assume that our agent Jan satisfies some set of sufficient compatibilist conditions
for free will and moral responsibility. These conditions include capacities such as appreciation of and
ability to act for reasons or a well-ordered set of desires and background conditions such as lack of
coercion. We might well judge that she acted freely and deserves blame for injuring the elderly pedestrian
and acting so recklessly. But imagine we find out that Jan’s history is a bit unusual. Perhaps a goddess —
who has perfect knowledge of the laws of nature and state of the world in her deterministic universe —
designed Jan’s zygote just so Jan would eventually, forty years after her birth, rush into the crowd and injure
the pedestrian. Or alternatively, perhaps the night before the Broadway play, Jan had gone to bed a moral
saint — with only virtuous desires, intentions, and values — but had her psychology modified by a team of
nefarious scientists who intended to make her into the sort of person who would genuinely endorse
performing reckless and selfish actions. In essence the incompatibilist strategy is to illicit an intuition that
the agent isn’t acting freely or responsible in these cases, but that these agents may satisfy compatibilist
sufficient conditions for free will. There is a wide variety of such subtle manipulation arguments; Mele
(2013c; 2013d; Mele 2016a) provides fuller versions of the kinds of manipulation mentioned here as well
as other types of manipulation that may challenge compatibilist accounts of free will and responsible. Mele
also outlines the strategies that compatibilists have adopted to respond to manipulation arguments and
notably offers a compatibilist account that is designed to handle such challenges. (For a book-length
treatment of manipulation, see Mele 2019.)
Key to the debate regarding manipulation arguments are both specialist and nonspecialists’ intuitions about
manipulation cases. Hence, psychologists and philosophers have turned their attention to people’s
intuitions about cases of manipulation and the psychological mechanisms that drive people to judge that
manipulation compromises agency and responsibility when it does so (for a general discussion of how
empirical surveys of nonphilosophers’ judgments on free will and responsibility contribute to the
philosophical debate, see Bjornsson and Pereboom 2016). For instance, Sripada (2012) uses statistical
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analysis of non philosophers’ judgements about manipulation cases to argue that intuitions of no (or
mitigated) responsibility aren’t driven by the lack of agential control due to determinism. Rather,
participants seem more concerned that such manipulated agents aren’t acting from their true, or “deep
self,” and this factor drives judgments of responsibility. Bjornsson (2016) conducted similar studies to
those of Sripada but concludes on the basis of his statistical analysis that what’s driving folks to judge that
manipulated agents are not (or less) responsible isn’t the deep self factor; It’s that the agent’s actions can
be explained by factors outside of her control. Further, Phillips and Shaw (2015), using surveys of non
philosophers’ judgments about cases, have supported the claim that when agents are subject to threats and
manipulation, nonphilosophers judge such agents as less blameworthy than they would otherwise. Their
findings suggest that this reduction in blameworthiness is due to the perception that the manipulator is
controlling the agent and his actions. These psychological findings can either lend support or undermine
key factors that philosophers argue either are (or ought to) drive judgments of control and responsibility
in the face of manipulation.
III.4 What are the arguments for and against incompatibilism?
We’ve noted that typically incompatibilists reject the possibility of free will and moral responsibility in a
deterministic world because (they argue) determined agents aren’t in control of their decisions and actions.
Hence, in their accounts of the conditions for free will incompatibilists require that agents’ decisionmaking and action production isn’t deterministic. That is, such processes and events are indeterministic.
Incompatibilists argue that this element of indeterminism is a necessary condition of free will so that the
agent is the source of her decision (ultimacy) and/or has genuine alternative options open to her (a version
of volitional freedom). Consider Jan’s decision to and act of recklessly running through a crowded group
of pedestrians to get to the play on time: If determinism is true, then it follows that the event of deciding
to run through the crowd had to occur at time t, say 6:45 pm on January 14, 2019, (and this is the crucial
bit) holding fixed the laws of nature and the state of the world prior to her decision. So if Jan’s behavior is
undetermined, then instead of Jan’s deciding to run through the crowd — what she actually did — something
different could have occurred at that exact time holding fixed the laws of nature and the state of the world
prior to her decision. For instance, perhaps Jan might have decided not to run through the crowd, kept
deliberating, or even got knocked over by someone dressed in an Elmo costume. In any case, on an
incompatibilist picture of decision-making things could have been different holding everything about the
world fixed. (Recall that this is referred to above as deep openness.)
Here, however, some compatibilists and hard incompatibilists find fault with the incompatibilist strategy.
The crux of the objection is that even if determinism doesn’t secure an agent adequate control to act freely,
indeterminism — the rejection of determinism — won’t either. Why might indeterminism undermine the
control required to act freely and be morally responsible? Here compatibilists have advanced versions of
what’s called the ‘luck argument.’ Crude versions charge that incompatibilist free decisions are too
‘random’ or luck-infested to give agents the control needed to be accountable for their actions. More
carefully, on the contrastive explanation version, one might argue that incompatibilism leaves us with no
satisfying explanation of why Jan ran through the crowd, as opposed to decided to not or kept deliberating.
After all, all of the reasons that Jan considered in the actual case (e.g., that she believes that she would be
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late to the show if she did not hurry, that she believes that she paid good money for the tickets, that she
desires to be on time and not ‘waste’ money, that she desires not hurt someone by knocking them over,
etc.) she considers in the cases of other possible outcomes mentioned. In fact everything about Jan’s whole
psychology and indeed the world are the same in the counterfactual case where she does not decide to
run through the crowd, per deep openness. Therefore, there is nothing we can point to at all that explains
why Jan decided to run through the crowd (in the actual case) as opposed to not (in the other possible
cases). Everything happens the same prior to each outcome.
Furthermore, suppose we make Jan’s decision or action a significantly morally weighty one: Jan decides
to and does shove someone into oncoming traffic. According to another version of the broad luck
problem, if we consider that everything about the universe could be exactly the same, including everything
Jan considers before she decides to and does shove someone into traffic, it isn’t fair to blame her for doing
so (see, e.g., Waller 1988). The same past exactly could have led to a morally better outcome — for
example, she could have decided to and could have helped an elderly pedestrian cross the street instead.
Hence, action control on the incompatibilist picture seems not satisfying in terms of an explanation of how
an agent controls her actions or whether it’s justified to blame agents at all. For an illuminating account of
the contemporary history of the luck problem and how the objection has been discussed with regard to
Kane’s event-causal libertarian view, see Mele 2014d and Kane 2014. For a discussion of the problem as
applied to agent-causal libertarian, see Mele 2006; 2015a.
The luck problem has been around in some form for the lengthy duration of philosophy of free will, but
one major voice in the contemporary discussion of the issue is Alfred Mele. Mele argues that even if the
differences between agents’ actual decisions and other possible outcomes is “just a matter of luck” on an
incompatibilist picture, still such agents can act freely — perform actions that are ‘up to them’ in some
significant sense (Mele 2010f; Mele 2013k). Mele outlines the general worry for incompatilism without
appeal to any notion of chance, luck, or explanations of action. He terms this version of the objection the
“Continuation Problem” (Mele 2010f; 2013k; Mele 2015d; 2017d, Ch. 6). Going back to Jan and her
decision to run through the crowd of pedestrians at 6:45 pm, we will say that the genuine possibilities —
those alternative ways she could have exercised agency at that time, such as deciding not to run through
the crowd — are continuations of some (long) common past. Mele then compares these continuations with
the possible outcomes, or continuations, of a genuinely indeterministic random number generator that at
a time yields the number 17. It could have, given the exact same state, yielded the number 68 or 45, etc.,
at that exact time. These are all possible continuations of the (long) common past state of the generator.
(In other versions Mele compares the continuations of an agent’s indeterministic decision to the outcomes
of a spin of a “tiny indeterministic neural roulette wheel” (see, e.g., Mele 2013k). The challenge for the
incompatibilist is as follows: insofar as the possible continuations of the past are similar to the possible
continuations of the indeterministic generator in nature of origin, then how can incompatibilist free agents
exercise the appropriate control over their actions to be acting freely and held accountable? (For other
more general audience retellings of the continuation problem, including one in dialogue form, see Mele
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2014b, Ch. 3, and Mele 2011b).17 Both compatibilists and libertarians have offered responses on behalf of
incompatibilism to the luck problem or a refined version such as the continuation problem (see, e.g., Mele
and Kearns 2014 for a back and forth on the issue). As noted, Mele himself argues that there is an
acceptable libertarian account of free will that can address this challenge (Mele 2006; Mele 2017d; Mele
2017c).
Recently, Levy (2011) and Perez de Calleja (2014) have proposed a similar luck problem for compatibilist
accounts of free will. Think back to Jan’s decision to run through the crowd in a deterministic world.
Briefly, Perez de Calleja (2014) argues that there are relevant possible scenarios (here philosophers
sometimes speak in terms of possible worlds) in which the agent (e.g., Jan) considered all of the same
reasons, was in the same mood, and so on, but she decided differently due to some difference in the
broader state of the world or difference in the laws of nature. Perez de Calleja argues that it’s lucky (bad
luck, in this case) that the agent acts as she does (e.g., Jan runs through the crowd and causes the elderly
pedestrian an injury). After all, the difference in these worlds is not due to differences in the agent’s reasons
and broader motivation and background conditions. Hence, compatibilist accounts of free will face a
challenge from luck as well. Mele (2015c) addresses this challenge from luck to compatibilism, arguing
that such a challenge, although different in important respects from the luck problem for libertarianism,
should at the very least motivate compatibilist to offer strong revisions to their sufficient conditions for free
will.
Recall that some incompatibilists argue that thinking of free actions as just events caused in the same way
as other natural events (e.g., formation of a hurricane, a meteor shower) is to miss what is distinctively
agential about free will. Hence they argue for agent powers as the control required for free will — an agent
(not some collection of events, like consideration of reasons) brings about a free decision or action. Some
of these agent-causal incompatibilists are motivated to do so because of what’s called “the disappearing
agent problem” (for a recent exposition of, see Pereboom 2014). The disappearing agent problem is meant
to be a kind of luck-based objection to event-causal libertarians. Proponents of this objection argue that if
we accept that indeterminism is required for free will, then it won’t help to propose that free decisions and
actions are those that are caused by the agent’s mental states (e.g., Jan’s desire to be on time, Jan’s belief
that she will be late unless she runs). Decisions and actions caused indeterministically by such events leave
no room for the agent to “settle” which way she decides. Why? Let’s say Jan’s decision to run through the
crowd was indeterministically caused. Prior to her decision to run, her considerations in favor of doing so
(her belief that she would be late, her desire not to be late, etc.) and her considerations against her doing
so (her belief that someone might get hurt, her desire not to cause others injury) each made her 50% likely
to decide one way or the other. She does decide to run through the crowd. But in what sense did she, the
agent, settle on that decision? Hence, perhaps what we need, theorists such as Pereboom argue, is that the
agent herself settles the matter — brings about the decision to run through the crowd.
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Mele (2017d; 2017b; 2017a) presses Pereboom to be clear on what he means by “settles.” Mele charitably
posits that perhaps Pereboom means complete control, where the former Jan, the one deciding on an
event-causal picture, lacks complete control, whereas the latter Jan, the one deciding on the agent-causal
picture does not. Mele argues that, first, we do not know what complete control amounts to and, second,
that on some readings of what it might mean, complete control does not appear to be required for free
will and moral responsibility. Mele gives the example of a basketball player who has a 99% chance of
sinking a free throw and a 1% chance of breaking down and being unable to sink the free throw. Here the
basketball player may be said to lack complete control over whether he sinks the shot, but it doesn’t seem
inappropriate to say that he freely sank the shot. Further, Mele argues, even if we degrade his chances of
making the shot to 90% (and his chance of breaking down to 10%), it still doesn’t seem appropriate to say
that he freely made the shot. Mele concludes that even if indeterministic decisions and actions are luckinfested, there are still adequate event-causal libertarians accounts of free will, one of which he proposes.18
Pereboom is a free will skeptic who is motivated primarily by ultimacy concerns: He argues that in order
to have free will, we’d need to be agent-causes of our decision, but we aren’t. Philosophers have offered
a number of both philosophical and data-driven responses to these positions (e.g., Sartorio (2013b)’s
argument that prominent incompatibilist arguments for ultimacy are question-begging). Here we’ll focus
on the empirically-informed responses: Nahmias and colleagues (see, e.g., Nahmias et al. 2007) argue that
incompatibilists are committing a mistake when they judge that determinism is incompatible with free will.
Here these folks are confusing determinism with bypassing — the idea that our mental life (desires, beliefs,
intentions, etc.) aren’t among the causes of our behavior. Citing surveys in which non philosophers make
judgments about agents in deterministic universes, Nahmias and colleagues support that when
determinism is described in a way that makes it clear that mental life is in the causal loop, participants are
much more likely to judge that determined agents act freely and are responsible. Hence, the real threat to
free will isn’t determinism, but rather determinism plus bypassing. Roughly, we require that our mental
states make a difference to how we decide and act.
Bjornsson (2015; Bjornsson and Pereboom 2014) agrees that incompatibilist judgments can be explained
in a way that is consistent with the compatibilism being true. However, he disagrees that it is perceived
bypassing that is motivating incompatibilism. First, he questions whether the wording of the bypassing
statements in Nahmias and company’s studies is really being read the way it is meant to be read — that is,
whether participants’ endorsement of the items implies that they endorse bypassing. Further studies fail to
support the Bypassing Hypothesis (Bjornsson 2015). Second, Bjornsson (2015; Bjornsson and Persson
2012) offer a competing alternative explanation of incompatibilist judgments. The business of
responsibility judgments is to offer explanations of behavior: “People take an agent to be morally
responsible for an object only if a relevant motivational structure of the agent is taken to be part of a
significant or salient explanation of that object” (Bjornsson and Pereboom 2014, p. 34). The role that
mental states must play in the causal chain leading to an agent’s free action will be taken up further in next
subsection.
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III.5 Further Metaphysical Issues: Causation, Time, and Omissions
Advancements in philosophy of free will extend beyond fresh perspectives on the well-established debate
regarding the compatibility of determinism and free will. Here we’ll look at a snapshot of recent
philosophical work on the place of free agents in the causal and temporal order of the universe. That is,
how free agency fits in with what we know about the nature of causation and time. Further, we’ll consider
metaphysical accounts of not acting, or omissions, and whether and how one is accountable for one’s
omissions.
Recall the consequence argument for the incompatibilism of free will and determinism. One assumption
of this argument is the fixity of the past — that is, the relevant events of the past must have happened at a
time when human agents had no control, such as a distant time before humans. This assumption plus
other claims generates the conclusion that we have no control over the consequences of those events, what
we do now. But, argues Sartorio (2015a), there are possible scenarios in which this is not the case — e.g.,
possibility of time travel in a deterministic world. In these scenarios human agents can affect the distant
past. Hence, on Sartorio’s view, the real proposed threat of determinism is not determinism simpliciter.
Rather, the proposed threat is determinism plus the idea that all events can be causally explained in terms
of natural events, and human agents aren’t suitably part of the causal chains leading to action. In other
words, human agents seem causally impotent (2015a, p. 264). Hence, Sartorio counsels that we need to
turn our attention to the finer details of causation and the causal role that agents need to play to exercise
free will. In her book Causation and Free Will (2016; 2015b) she offers a compatibilist proposal to this
effect as well as a critical assessment of the incompatibilist literature. Specifically, she proposes the “actualcausal-sequence theory” of free will. This theory takes seriously that free will is grounded in the actual
causal facts — how actions are actually caused. This carefully laid-out account includes a substantive view
of causation, with the free actions involving human agents in some sense making a difference in the causal
chain (Sartorio 2013a). Sartorio (2015c; 2016) argues that her compatibilist account is consistent with the
condition that free agents are sensitive to and act for reasons.
As we’ve noted, the fixity of the past — the idea that the events of the distant past are fixed and so out of
our control — is a prevalent assumption. In contrast, we tend to assume that the future is open — it is not
yet fixed and can be affected by events now. For instance, both compatibilist and incompatibilists can agree
that the events happening now, my typing these words, cause the words to then appear on my computer
screen at a slightly later time. Rather, compatibilists and incompatibilist disagree on what needs to be the
case prior to my acting (in the past) —whether a deterministic state of the world prior to and at the time of
my action threatens free will. So, despite their differences, both set of theorists appear to assume an
asymmetry of time and a corresponding unidirectionality of causal influence. The arrow of time points
from the past to the future, and past events and the laws of nature influence and constrain what happens
in the future; the past is fixed. Ismael, whose work bridges metaphysics and physics (see, e.g.,Ismael 2016a;
2016b; 2017a; 2017b; 2017c), draws on physical theory to reject a number of these operative notions and
attempt to restore free agency even if determinism is true. She argues that we should understand free
agency as the exercise of control by agents — understood in terms of first-person perspectives of self18

governing physical systems — in a broader physical system (2016c, Ch. 1-3). Her case rests on overturning
the assumption of a temporal asymmetry at the microphysical level, as well a physics-informed account of
causation and laws of nature (2013; 2016c, Ch. 4-7).
Most of the discussion on free will and moral responsibility focuses on our practical decisions and
intentional actions. But sometimes human agents fail to act — either intentionally or due to negligence or
forgetfulness. When agents omit to act, an omission, are they responsible for omitting to act? What is an
omission? For example, suppose that Alex goes out of town and asks Nancy, his neighbor, to water his
plants while he’s gone. Nancy promises to do so, but she forgets. She omits to water the plants. The plants
die. What exactly is Nancy’s not watering the plants? Is Nancy morally responsible for not watering the
plants? Should we blame her? But plenty others failed to water the plants, including Queen Elizabeth II.
Are they too to blame for the plants dying? Perhaps it’s tempting to say that of course Queen Elizabeth II
isn’t to blame — she didn’t promise to water the plants. But trickier and real life cases abound — e.g., the
construction worker who negligently throws the heavy slate material off of the roof, omitting to check for
passersby beneath, thereby killing someone below. Insofar as his dropping the heavy slate results from
something he omitted to do, his responsibility for the consequences of his omission are seemingly tied to
his responsibility for his omission — a non-action. Clarke (2015; 2017) takes on these thorny moral and
legal issues of negligent action and failures to act, given culpable or non-culpable ignorance. Clarke (2014b)
gives an account of what omissions are, rejecting the view that omissions are merely some kind of (negative
or positive) action. He explores how intentional omissions, on this view, are linked to intentions, and
proposes conditions under which one can be morally responsible for omitting to act (2014a; 2014b). He
argues moral responsibility for omissions is closely tied to conditions for criminal responsibility for failures
of acting (2014b).

IV. NEUROSCIENTIFIC FINDINGS: HOW DO HUMANS ACTUALLY
EXERCISE AGENCY?
We’ve mentioned that metaphysical determinism is consistent with physicalism, the idea that all facts are
fixed by the physical facts about the world (e.g., those specified by a complete physics or more broadly the
complete physical sciences). Some theorists worry about the standing of free agents in a purely physical,
mechanistic world. It may well be palatable to understand the occurrence of events like fires or snowstorms
or the actions of animals in naturalistic terms, but we might intuitively feel that free decisions and actions,
and so the exercise of free will, are special in some way. Specifically, exercise of free will is closely linked
with exercise of the mind and brain and our mental states. For instance, it is often assumed that an agent
must make some or all of her decisions consciously if she is to decide and act freely. We certainly
experience ourselves as consciously deciding what to do at least some of the time. This requirement of
conscious mental states is closely tied to the focus on the deliberative process of considering and weighing
reasons for performing one action versus alternative actions in philosophical free will accounts. Hence,
one question is whether we can exercise free will in the face of potential neurological determinism:

Neurological determinism: The initiator of action, decisions to act, and overt bodily movements
are the product solely of neurological (and other physiological) processes and events.
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That is, our decisions and bodily movements are the effects of neurological and physiological event-causes
in our bodies.
Neurological determinism by itself might be underwhelming as a threat to free will for some: Of course,
one could reply, it’s just obvious that our brain and body are causally involved in our decision-making and
action production. But if one conjoins neurological determinism, so characterized, with one or more of
the following, the situation may appear bleaker for free will:

Dualist threat: Free will requires a non-physical event of conscious decision among the initiators
of action, but the initiator of action, decisions to act, are neural events.
Here dualism is a distinction in kind between mental and physical properties (or substances). That is, the
mental (e.g., consciousness of pain or sensory experiences) are different in kind from the physical (e.g.,
firing of such and such neurons in this brain area). Alternatively, we could pair neurological determinism
with the following:

Epiphenomenalist threat: Free will requires that conscious decisions are among the causes of
action, but conscious decisions don’t cause subsequent action.
Epiphenomenalism is the view, more broadly, that mental events are caused by physical events but that
mental events themselves don’t have any physical effects — don’t cause any physical events. In this context,
regardless of whether conscious decisions are caused by neural processes and events, they aren’t part of
the “chain” of events that leads to the efficacious decision and action. Our experience of ourselves as first
consciously deciding to act and then acting as a result of that conscious decision is mistaken. (For a similar,
particularly illuminating breakdown of the proposed scientific threats to free and responsible agency, see
Nahmias 2014.)
Neuroscientists have taken up this question of how our overt bodily movements are produced and what
role, if any, conscious decisions and intentions, play in producing our movements. Section IV will canvass
recent empirical work by neuroscientists on the reality of our human agency and whether we exercise the
kinds of control required to decide and act freely. Philosophical reflections on the significance of those
empirical studies for our view of ourselves as free agents will also be addressed; Issues of neurological
determinism have been raised as potential threats for both moral and criminal responsibility. Section V
will examine empirical work by psychologists more broadly on the reality of human agency — what
capacities for control do we in fact have, apart from any issues of metaphysical or neurological
determinism. The question of our actual psychological capacities as human agents is critical to
understanding whether we measure up to the image of our human nature as self-governing beings who
obtain our goals via planning and self-control. And, as Mele, Vohs, and Baumeister (2010) helpfully note,
issues of how consciousness, choice, and intentional action work is itself a substantive question, quite apart
from the question of whether we actually exercise free and responsible agency.
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The literature on neuroscience of voluntary agency, including action initiation, intention, and sense of
agency is vast. Here we’ll focus on research in neuroscience taken to bear upon questions of free will (For
a concise, informative summary and significance of the broader neuroscientific work on voluntary action,
see Roskies 2013. For a helpful lexicon of what many of the terms in the science of free will debate mean,
at least as used in the work cited here, see Haggard et al. 2015). Glannon (2015) helpfully orients us when
it comes to the neuroscience of free will: Whereas the metaphysical debate regarding free will often focuses
on external impediments or enhancements to human agents’ exercise of free will (e.g., metaphysical
determinism or indeterminism, manipulation), neuroscientific research speaks to potential internal
impediments to or internal mechanisms of agents’ free decision-making.
The neuroscience of free will owes much of its motivation to the influential Libet paradigm. In 1983, Libet
and his colleagues pioneered neuroscientific studies of action to test the widely accepted claim, introduced
above, that conscious intentions19 initiate or cause action. Libet’s work built upon significant advancements
in neuroscience of agency: Earlier studies had established, using electroencephalography (EEG), that a
slow negative buildup of brain activity in the supplementary motor area (SMA) and pre-SMA, termed the
‘Bereitschaftspotential’ or Readiness Potential (RP), preceded simple movements in the laboratory
(Kornhuber and Deecke 1965). The RP was taken to be preparatory activity for action. Further, Libet,
Wright, and Gleason (1982) extended these results to show that the RP preceded simple endogenously
generated actions, such as wrist and finger flexes. Here ‘endogenously generated’ refers to actions for
which the cue for acting does not come from the experimenter or other external stimuli but from within
the participant. For instance, in ‘spontaneous’ trials, the participant decides on the spot when to flex within
a preset window of time. One standard assumption about endogenously-generated actions, prior to Libet
and in line with commonsense, is that the participant consciously wills or decides when to act, and that
that volition or decision initiates the preparatory processes leading to action. Hence, Libet and his
colleagues (1983) sought to determine when the will or decision comes on the scene in relation to the RP
and movement, where by will or decision the researchers took this broadly to refer to the disjunction of
intention, urge, or desire to flex.
Libet and his colleagues found that when participants were asked to perform a series of endogenouslygenerated spontaneous wrist flexes as they felt the desire or intention to do so and report the timing of
their awareness of their intention to flex, EEG readings showed brain preparation for the flexing, the RP,
prior to the participants’ reported awareness of their intention to flex (1983). Participants completed
dozens of trials, or task time intervals in which they made a movement. The beginning of each trial was
signaled by a beep. Post flexing, participants reported the time of their awareness of their intention to flex
in each trial by indicating where a moving spot was on a modified clock face when they were first aware of
their intention to flex. This modified clock -- now referred to as a Libet clock -- makes a complete
revolution every 2.56 seconds. Averaging over 40 trials, the average time of RP ramp up for spontaneous

Libet’s studies concern proximal intentions to act, intentions to act now. Proximal intentions can be distinguished from distal
intentions to act, intentions to act sometime in the future (Mele 2009, 10). A similar distinction is also made by Bratman
(1984) (present-directed intentions and future directed intentions) and Pacherie (2006) (P-intentions and F-intentions).
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trials was about a half second (517 ms) before recorded movement. In contrast, the average reported time
of first awareness of intention to move, labeled ‘W,' occurred about 200 ms (206 ms) prior to movement
(‘M’). Libet and colleagues found, then, that the RP preceded the reported time of conscious intention to
move by a third of a second.
Libet and co-authors took these findings to indicate that unconscious brain processes decide (form an
intention) to flex, with conscious intentions to flex temporally later and inefficacious (1983; Libet 1985).
This conclusion rests on the assumptions that the RP represents neural preparation for action and that W
is an accurate measure of the initial presence of a conscious intention. (For a discussion of whether W, an
average of reported times, accurately reflects the actual onset of a conscious intention, see Mele 2010a;
Mele 2010c; Mele 2010g; Mele 2012i.) On the basis of his results some theorists — including Libet himself
(e.g., 1999) — have concluded that our conscious intentions never cause our overt actions (see also Wegner
2002). Libet reasoned that if an RP is present for all overt movements and W appears after the onset of
the RP in his studies, then RPs occur prior to conscious intentions and initiate action for all intentional
actions, even complex ones (Libet 2005, 560).
Several philosophers and scientists, Libet included, have applied Libet et al. (1983)’s conclusions about
the role of conscious intentions in action production to argue for free will skepticism. The thought is that
if our conscious intentions never cause our actions (epiphenomenalism), then we lack the control required
to act freely and to be morally responsible for our actions. The experience of being an agent might suggest
that our conscious intentions cause our actions and hence seem to support our intuitions of free will, but
our experience is mistaken. Some have labelled this view “willusionism” (e.g., Nahmias 2012). For
instance, Libet has argued that there is no free will, only ‘free won’t.’ That is, no one is morally responsible
for their intentions to move, as such items are acquired prior to awareness, but agents can override their
unconsciously acquired intentions and hence prevent themselves from so moving (Libet 2005). If agents
possess this capacity then individuals can be held responsible for their bodily actions (1999, 54). For a
critical empirical study of Libet’s ‘free won’t’ or veto power, see Hallett (2011).
To situate Libet-inspired free will skepticism, it’s helpful to understand Libet’s free will skepticism. Libet
was a neuroscience, but he hints at a particular metaphysical account of free will in parts of his work.
Libet’s writing supports, at least in places, that he was an incompatibilist and a dualist about conscious
intentions and related neural activity. For instance, he argues that if conscious intentions were efficacious
in action production, then these intentions should “command the brain to perform the intended act”
(Libet 2005, 553). Elsewhere he notes the following:
Are freely voluntary acts subject to macro-deterministic laws or can they appear without such
constraints, nondetermined by natural laws and ‘truly free’? (2005, 551)
I myself proposed an experimental design that could test whether conscious will could influence
nerve cell activities in the brain, doing so via a putative ‘conscious mental field’ that could act
without any neural connections as the mediators (Libet 1994) (Libet 1999, 56).
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Hence, Libet’s results are consistent with both the dualist threat and the epiphenomenalist threat
introduced above. That is, if the RP is the biomarker of the neural decision to act and that neural decision
causes action, the initiator of action is a physical event and conscious decisions may be out of the loop.
The Libet paradigm is a thriving one, and his original findings have been replicated and extended using
multiple neuroimaging technologies. Below are neuroscientific work on human decision-making and
action production that have been broadly inspired by Libet’s original study. Due to the vastness of this
literature, only select recent Libet-inspired studies will be addressed here. For a clear and up to date sketch
of methodological criticisms of the original Libet et al. 1983 study, see Maoz et al. (2014).
IV.1 Neural Signature of Intention to Action?
Several studies have questioned the link between RP and conscious intentions in Libet studies. For
instance, one might theorize that the RP as preparation for action is a sufficient cause of W (assumed time
of conscious intention to act): If an agent’s brain exhibits an RP prior to voluntary movement and that RP
is intention-specific, then a conscious intention will result. One way to test whether RPs are related to
conscious intentions is to see if there is a relationship between the time of onset, or initial ramp up, of the
RP and W, the average reported time of first awareness of intention to act. An earlier experiment by
Haggard and Eimer (1999) supported that the timing of the RP is not correlated with W time, but that
timing of the LRP is: LRP is the lateralized motor activity. When an agent makes a unilateral movement
(e.g., left movement or right movement), the LRP represents the difference in electrical potential to the
left and right of the vertex prior to that movement. Recent work has attempted to replicate Haggard and
Eimer’s findings (Schlegel et al. 2013; Alexander et al. 2015). The results were mixed: Although they
replicated the finding that RP is not correlated with W, they also found no covariance of the LRP and W,
in contrast to Haggard and Eimer (1999).
Even if the timing of the RP ramp up and reported time of conscious intention are not correlated, one
might still expect that RP is sufficient for the presence of a conscious intention to act. That is, if an agent
exhibits an RP prior to voluntary movement and the RP is related to an intention to act, then the agent
will have some conscious intention related to her so acting (at some time prior to movement). Even this
assumption, taken for granted in earlier Libet-inspired work, has been thrown into question with new
empirical evidence: Schlegel and colleagues (2015; forthcoming) examined what the biomarkers of agency
look like when hypnotized agents act. The researchers compared participants who performed a series of
simple movement tasks — a cued stress ball squeeze with the left or right hand — either under hypnotic
suggestion or under normal instruction. The hypnotized participants had no awareness of any intention —
no conscious intention — to squeeze the ball (and were told a cover story for the “twitching” of their hands).
Schlegel and collaborators found no significant differences in both RP and LRP profiles for the two
conditions. These findings question whether there is any connection between the RP and W.
Given this evidence, perhaps neuroscientists ought to be skeptical whether the RP cognitively represents
an intention to act. But even if the RP isn’t the biomarker of intention to act, it may well still be the
biomarker of preparation to act or a bias towards a particular action (Mele 2009; Mele 2012i). Here we
can distinguish the two as follows: an intention to act implies a settled plan to act in a particular way (e.g.,
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with the left hand, at this time, etc.). In contrast, preparation to act might involve attention to task-related
aspects; bias can be understood as an inclination, but not settledness, to perform a particular action (e.g.,
left button press) over others (e.g., right button press). How does this proposed weaker relation between
RP and action fare? Not well. Several studies provide evidence that RP is not action-specific cognitive
activity. Alexander et al. 2015; 2016 support that the RP isn’t representative of movement-specific activity,
even preparation to move, but that the LRP may be: When participants engage in movement tasks (e.g.,
cued button pushes) versus non-movement tasks (e.g., mental addition and subtraction), the analogue of
the RP is present for both kinds of tasks, but the analogue of the LRP is only present for motor tasks.
Perhaps, then, the RP represents cognitive preparation of a more general nature (for any kind of task).
This leaves open the LRP is movement-specific.
Some neuroscientists have studied the neurological signature of intention to act using nonhuman primate
populations. Using these subject pools, researchers are permitted to conduct research via experimental
single cell recordings, and thus can investigate the neural markers of decision and agency at the level of
neural activity of individual neurons. Such single cell recordings and intracranial work are permitted only
in clinical populations in humans, and here the electrode placement is pre-specified by the patient’s clinical
needs (e.g., brain areas affected by epilepsy). Roskies (Shadlen and Roskies 2012; 2014a; 2015) details
work by Shadlen and colleagues, who trained monkeys to perform a visual discrimination task. Monkeys
were to watch a screen in which a group of dots were moving either to the left or right. The dot array
stimuli differed on the dimension of coherence of the dot motion, with 0% coherence meaning 50% of
the dots moved to the left and 50% of the dots moved to the right and 100% coherence meaning that 100%
of the dots moved in one direction (left or right). The monkeys reported whether over the trial, the dots
moved net motion left or right. They reported their decision via an eye movement, or eye saccade, to the
left or right. Given the measured firing rates of neurons during the task, the researchers found that
populations of neurons in the middle temporal (MT) and medial superior temporal (MST) visual areas
encoded, or represented, the stimulus motion in some region of visual space. In contrast, populations of
neurons in the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) integrated this sensory information from MT and MST, and
the monkey produced an eye movement to report a decision when the firing rates of the LIP neurons
reached a certain threshold. Hence, Shadlen and Roskies argue that the activity of LIP neurons encode,
or represent, accumulating evidence for each potential decision (left or right) and further the decision itself
to produce an eye saccade. Roskies (2014a) stops short of endorsing that this neural representation of
motor decision has evidential bearing on whether the brain is a deterministic system or not (see section
IV.4). Although it’s tempting to read this work as supporting a picture of decision-making as one in which
the activity of populations of neurons represents the consideration of reasons and moment of decision
(settledness on a course of action), Roskies (2014b) cautions that we would need substantial inferences
and further evidence to do so. However, this kind of work is indicative in general of a growing trend toward
neuroprediction of decisions, to which we will now turn.
IV.2 Neuroprediction of Decision
One of the worrisome aspects of the Libet study, on the face of it, is that neuroscientists are able to find
brain activity relevant for subsequent action prior to the agent’s reported time of being aware of decide to
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act. This finding opens the door for neuroprediction of decision and action — scientists being able to
predict, with varying degrees of accuracy, how one will act prior to one’s reported awareness of plans to
act in that way. Using more recent neurotechnology, neuroscientists have been working to “encode
intention” using brain-computer interfaces. Using EEG, Salvaris and Haggard (2014) trained a
computational model that could predict with over 83% accuracy (for some participants) whether a
participant was about to press a left button or a right button. Notably, this neuroprediction was greater for
instructed actions (e.g., push left on the GO signal) than for free actions (e.g., choose to push left or right
on the Go signal). Experimenters could predict with a mean of 82% accuracy (SD of 6%) the direction of
button press in the cued condition versus a mean of 75% accuracy (SD of 5%) the direction of button
press in the free condition. Maoz et al. (2012) had similar accuracy rates of prediction of left or right choice
using intracranial recording. Human epilepsy patients, with electrodes implanted based on clinical need,
played a game for monetary reward and loss in which the winner was rewarded for holding up a different
hand (left or right) from her opponent but penalized for holding up the same hand as her opponent.
Acting as the opponent and using a model trained on the activity recorded from the electrodes, the
neuroscientists were able to predict, with 83% accuracy over each trial (here each one-time face-off of
players), which hand the patient would raise.
IV. 3 Neuroscience of ‘Free Won’t’
As noted, Libet argued that although agents don’t possess free will in the sense of conscious intentions
initiating actions, agents still have a ‘free won’t.’ That is, agents can consciously override, within a small
window of time (roughly after the ramp of the RP but no later than 50 ms prior to action) the initiated
preparation to move. Agents can consciously decide not to move; This is referred to as ‘intentional
inhibition.’ Intentional inhibition is tricky to study in the lab for numerous reasons (see Mele 2009, p. 54),
but one way to do so is with Go/No Go tasks. The participant prepares to move, but if he is given the No
Go signal, he doesn’t move. Of course, if he is given the Go signal, he moves. Libet (1985) thought free
won’t to be the last refuge of efficacious conscious willing in action production. However, some
neuroscientists have found evidence that unconscious processes, such as subliminal primes, can
significantly bias intentional inhibition (Parkinson and Haggard 2014).
Some have interpreted these subliminal primes as setting an intention to so act, with the participant
changing that intention or decision (consciously, or more likely, not) later in the trial (Furstenberg et al.
2013; 2014; Ramaswamy et al. 2013). For instance, Furstenberg and colleagues (2015a; 2015b) extended
the effect of subliminal prime on decision to “picking” scenarios, scenarios in which agents have no reason
to favor any of the action options. They found that even in an arbitrary choice task (here the choice
between pushing a left or right button), participants were biased toward action content of the subliminal
prime. That is, the chosen movement was ‘congruent’ with the prime (e.g., prior arrow primes for a left
button press and the participant presses the left button) (57.6% of the choice trials). Moreover, using the
EEG data and in particular the LRP, they argued that in incongruent choice trials — trials where the
participant chose to act contra to the prime (e.g., prior arrow primes for a left button press and the
participant presses the right button), there was a neural signature indicative of the brain’s changing
intentions (e.g., from left press to right press). Hence the implication drawn is that the participant can
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override an intention to act with a conflicting intention to act, albeit not consciously, at least for cued
actions and even arbitrary choices.
One must caution not to read this result as too sensational, as the authors specify their use of intention as
inclusive of “immediate nonconscious and nonexecuted neural preparations to perform a motor plan and
not necessarily an explicit control mechanism” (Furstenberg et al. 2015b). This is consistent with the earlier
stated claim that the LRP is movement-specific neural preparation notably short of settledness to so move.
Elsewhere, however, Furstenberg makes a stronger claim and argues for a conceptual framework in which
we should understand these prior vetoed intentions as “non-executed, nonconscious intentions” (2014).
This would deny intentions, conceptually and empirically, a role in the actual action production process,
but recover some conceptual and empirical role for practical intentions, neurally realized, as defeasible
plans for action.
Notably, philosophers such as Mele (2009; 2013l) have been critical of the empirical paradigms of vetoing.
First, Mele argues with reference to Libet (1985)’s studies of vetoing, if one is told to prepare to move at
a time knowing that one isn’t going to move at that time, then one does not intend to move. Second, Mele
questions whether the intentional inhibition paradigm — preparing to move and then either vetoing on a
No Go signal or moving on a Go signal — used in more recent experiments is really indicative of an
intention to move versus either a mere simulation of motor intention or general task preparation. Mele
(2013l) elucidates some strategies that participants would have to follow during the intentional inhibition
task in order to attempt to veto an intention to move.
IV.4 Significance for free and morally appraisable agency
Not disregarding its status as a fruitful paradigm for neuroscientific knowledge of human agency, the Libet
study and related empirical work have also attracted much criticism. Some scientists endorse the
conclusion that the Libet study poses some combination of a deterministic, dualist, or epiphenonalist
threat to the existence of free will, while others — particularly philosophers of action — are skeptics of
Libet-inspired free will skepticism. Koch (2012), a neuroscientist, like Libet endorses some version of a
dualist free will view, which he develops and defends in the context of recent empirical findings. Notably,
philosophers have not been uncritical of the high bar set for free will by scientists (see, e.g., Glannon
2012c). In particular, endorsing a dualist, libertarian view of free will strongly impacts their interpretation
of the Libet-inspired work, and so the claims that are disseminated to the public (Mele 2009; Mele 2012k;
Nahmias 2012; Nahmias 2014). Other scientists, such as Tse (2013a; 2013b), are more critical of Libet’s
findings. Tse (2013a) defends in detail a reductionist account of mental causation, consciousness, and
indeterminism which draws heavily upon both cellular and systems neuroscience especially work in vision
science. Vision science is a crucial area for understanding neural correlates of consciousness (e.g., Kohler
et al. 2015; Reavis et al. 2015; Reavis et al. 2016; Kohler et al. 2017). Here we will canvass philosophers’
critical reactions to neuroscience of free will and neuroscientists’ claims about free agency.
IV.4.1 Criticism of the dualist threat
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Irrespective of individual scientists’ own views on free will, in their writing scientists often take for granted
that the majority of people, particularly nonexperts, subscribed to some form of a soul-based libertarian
account of free will.20 This is on par with the kind of free will position that Libet hints at in his work
mentioned above. Their next move, typically, is to evoke the dualist threat to free will from scientific work
such as Libet’s. Mudrik and Maoz (2014) refer to this as “neuroscience’s closet dualism” (or the “dual
subject fallacy”) and counsel that speaking of the agent and brain in such terms at best is obfuscating the
empirical research and at worst dangerous, both for replicability and public perception.
In response to those who do argue that the pressing threat of Libet’s findings is the dualist threat, Mele
(2012g; 2014f) disputes that non philosophers are typically dualist libertarians about free will in the way
that Libet and other neuroscientists assume they are. Here he cites empirical work by philosophers and
psychologists, including a study of his own, that supports that a large proportion of non philosophers are
compatibilist, who, further, find free will and responsibility compatible with decisions being brain
processes. Rather, when asked to detail instances of free or unfree actions that they’ve performed,
participants tend to discuss morally positive actions that involve goal achievement and prior deliberation
(Stillman, Baumeister, and Mele 2011). Further, recent work suggests that a lack of constraint, rather than
the presence of a soul, is more central to nonphilosophers’ conception of free will (Vonasch et al. 2018).
These elements of choice and meaningful agency, on the face of it, seem compatible with a deterministic
world.
Nadelhoffer (2014), a free will skeptic on grounds independent of neuroscientific determinism, replies to
Mele (2014f) and argues that it is not clear, empirically speaking, where nonphilosophers stand on the
relationship between determinism, physicalism, and free will. He outlines results from the “Free Will
Inventory Project," a co-developed new measure of nonphilosophers’ endorsement of statements
regarding free will, for support (see also Schooler et al. 2015 and Nadelhoffer et al. 2014) for more on the
development of the Free Will Inventory). Specifically, he argues that, in a survey of 330 participants from
the general population, there is strong agreement with statements expressing dualism of the nonphysical
soul or mind from the physical human body and brain. Further, when asked to endorse views directly (not
in the form of judgments about hypothetical particular agents’ actions), the majority of participants agreed
with items expressing that free will requires deep openness in terms of an ability to choose differently and
be the source of one’s action. However, the results also indicated that the role of having a nonphysical
soul or mind for free and responsible agency on a folk (nonphilosopher) theory is less clear: Similar
proportions of participants agreed, disagreed, or neither agreed nor disagreed that souls were required for
free will and for moral responsibility. Hence, Nadelhoffer concludes that the empirical studies of
nonphilosophers’ view of free will don’t unequivocally support either the neuroscientists’ or Mele’s
contentions about folk views.
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See Mudrik and Maoz (2014) and Mele (2014f) for a variety of scientific excerpts guilty of this practice.
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In a response to Nadelhoffer’s reply, Mele (2014e) answers that it is in keeping with both his results and
Nadelhoffer’s that most nonphilosophers can believe in nonphysical souls or minds without believing that
humans’ exercising free will requires humans having such nonphysical features. Indeed, Mele notes,
perhaps many non philosophers hold that human agents having other capacities is enough for those agents
to have free will, even if humans also have souls or immaterial minds. It should be noted that the literature
on whether nonphilosophers believe in souls doesn’t seem to be univocal — Nahmias (2014) reports that
a sizable group of philosophers as well as nonphilosophers (in his studies) don’t believe that humans need
to possess a soul or immaterial mind in order to act freely. (See also Nahmias and Thompson 2014 for a
discussion of free will and naturalism among the folk.)
In fact, work by Malle and colleagues suggest that non philosophers have a low bar for responsible agency
compared to the heavy metaphysical criteria in philosophical accounts of free will and moral responsibility
(Roskies and Malle 2013; Monroe and Malle 2015; Monroe 2014). In one study, when participants were
asked the open-ended question “explain what it means to have free will," only one of 180 participants gave
a metaphysically demanding answer (e.g., no external influence on decisions). Rather, the majority of
participants cited psychological capacities such as the ability to make decisions and acting as you want
without constraints (Monroe and Malle 2010). While this outlined study was conducted with university
students, a related study among general community members found similar results, with additional
emphasis on lack of constraints and deliberation. When asked what it would take to build a free agent,
community participants most frequent response involved building in a capacity for choice. In a further
innovative study, Monroe, Dillon, and Malle (2014) asked participants to make judgments (e.g., Is the
agent to blame?) of various kinds of agents. Participants read about one of the following agents: a
neurotypical human agent, a weak-willed agent (recall section III — one who acts contrary to her judgment
of what is best to do), a cyborg, artificial intelligence in a human body, or an advanced robot. Echoing
results from Mele (2014e) and Nadelhoffer (2014), participants’ judgments did not reflect a requirement
of a soul for free will and moral responsibility. The major factor driving judgments of control and
responsibility appears to be whether the agent had the capacity for choice and intentional action.
Recently, Ismael has argued that much of this talk, by both non philosophers and philosophers, of locating
conscious will neurally is misguided. Ismael (2015; 2016c, Ch. 1-3) brings to bear work on self-organizing
versus self-governing systems to argue that the “self” or agent from decisions are made should not be
strictly speaking be thought of in terms of the physical concrete brain. Rather, the brain-body system has
a self-governing structure with a corresponding reflective standpoint through which coordination of the
brain-body system is to be understood. Hence, the agent or self in decision-making is to be understood as
the reflective perspective or point of view. She argues that those who look for the self at a neural level
won’t find it, but it would similarly be a mistake to discount the self as nonexistent.
IV.4.2 Criticism of the epiphenomenalist threat
Several philosophers, using the field’s toolkit of conceptual distinction in combination with critical
assessment of the empirical findings, have offered strong objections to the neurological determinist threats
to free will. For instance, Mele (2009; 2010a; 2010b; Mele 2010e; Mele 2012d; Mele 2012e; Mele 2012m;
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Mele 2016c) has developed a detailed argument that, first, the Libet studies have not demonstrated that
conscious intentions are causally inefficacious and, second, that research supports that some conscious
intentions — specifically intentions to perform actions later at particular time or place (e.g., Gollwitzer
1993)— are casually efficacious. That is, Mele provides grounds for skepticism regarding the
epiphenomenalism threat. One strand of his case against epiphenomenalist interpretations of the Libet
results is the overlooked possibility that we can grant the existence of unconscious intentions and accept a
timelag between the onset of intention and consciousness of an intention without embracing free will
skepticism (Mele 2013f). For instance, in a recent elaboration of his response to the epiphenomenalist
threat to free will from Libet results, Mele (2014f) argues that neither the compatibilists nor the eventcausal libertarian should be worried: First, nothing in the Libet and related findings about RP (and relevant
fMRI-detected brain activity) provide evidence that the neural correlate of conscious intention is out of
the causal chain leading to action. If so, conscious decisions may indeed be part of the action-production
loop via its grounding neural activity. But keeping the agent’s conscious mental life “in the loop” — having
the causal chain run through conscious agency’s neural correlate — may be all that compatibilist accounts
of free will require. (For a related recent paper on scientific epiphenomenalism and free will, see Mele
2018b.)
Of course, this path to explaining away the epiphenomenalist threat to free will may well depend on the
details of how consciousness is realized in the brain. A number of plausible theories of consciousness are
on offer. For instance, some recent empirical work supports the higher order theories of consciousness —
that being conscious of a mental state is to have a mental state directed at, or about, that mental state of
which one is aware (Lau and Rosenthal 2011). Levy (2014) agrees that whether agents are conscious is
relevant for their moral responsibility status. However, he argues that the requisite consciousness for
responsibility isn’t that agents must be aware of their mental states as a whole but only that they are aware
of the content of those explicit attitudes that causally contribute to their behavior. Many of the objections
detailed here against the original Libet studies and its earlier offshoots apply to more recent Libet-inspired
studies of volition, including those using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), depth electrodes,
and subdural electrodes (Mele 2018a). (For versions of Mele’s arguments mentioned here in a general
audience format, see Mele 2014b; Mele 2014c.)
Of note, proposed empirical support for the epiphenomenalism threat isn’t restricted to the results of the
Libet paradigm. Wegner (2004) outlines a theory of apparent mental causation, supported by a wealth of
psychological studies, some akin to the Ouija Board effect. In effect, in the lab the experience of
consciously willing can come apart from actual control over effects in the world. For instance, Wegner
and Wheatley (1999) had pairs of participants and confederates (posing as participants) jointly operate a
computer mouse and move a curser over objects. When asked to what degree they “intended” to stop the
curser on various objects, participants reported a strong sense of willing even in the absence of any actual
control over the curser motion (as the confederate was solely in control). Mele (2012c) tackles the question
of whether these kinds of results mean that conscious intentions (and their neural realizers) are never the
cause of action. He answers in the negative: Such theories of apparent mental causation rely, much like
Libet does, on a strong notion of what the mental will must be in order for it to be causally efficacious,
and moreover assumes the all action must be produced in the same way. Neither assumption is adequately
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supported. Further, Mele and Shepherd (2013) argue that even given the pessimistic wider set of studies
from psychology on the influence of situational factors on our behavior, of which the agent is seemingly
unaware, the results point to an optimistic outcome as well: With knowledge of how human agents actually
make decisions, we as agents can adjust our behavioral strategies and so mitigate the effects of unconscious
or situational factors that may contribute to morally bad decisions and actions.
Interestingly, Nahmias (2014) makes the case that the only possible scientific epiphenomenalist threat to
free will would be if conscious agency (and its neural correlates) were bypassed — that is, not part of the
causal chain leading to action. However, none of the extant studies he surveys support this occurring
(2014). In fact, recent findings support that nonphilosophers are not bothered by the kind of
neuroprediction that neuroscientists are aiming for in Libet-inspired studies: When asked about
hypothetical cases in which agent’s decisions and actions are predicted perfectly by neuroscientists, the
vast majority of participants still agreed that the agent acted freely and was responsible for her conduct
(Nahmias and Thompson 2014). Of course, Nahmias notes, if one is an agent-casualist who takes free will
to require ultimacy in the extreme sense — the agent determines her action apart from any influence
including from her own brain, then science of agency does threaten free will (2012). Hence one’s answer
to the criteria question for free will capacities is critical to understanding why some take neuroscience
findings to be so problematic for the existence of human free will and others don’t (Nahmias 2011).
IV.4.3 Neuroscience and evidence for determinism
Returning to our focus on Libet-inspired work, several philosophers have also mounted skeptical
arguments that neuroprediction of voluntary actions in the lab (see section III.2) provides an answer to
whether the human brain and mind is a deterministic system. Mele argues that no empirical findings in
the Libet paradigm have found brain activity prior to reports of conscious decision that predicts the kind
(e.g., left or right button push) or time of action with certainty. (In fact, as described in III.2 above,
neuropredictive accuracy has not been demonstrated above 83%.) Hence, no determinants of actions in
the strong sense have been found. This leaves open the door for libertarian free will (Mele 2014f).
Nahmias (2014) expands this criticism beyond Libet paradigms, and argues that the cognitive sciences,
such as neuroscience, are not equipped to show that metaphysical determinism is the case for human
decisions and actions. Moreover, he argues, some philosophers as well as a majority of non philosophers
(in his studies) have compatibilist intuitions and judgments. Glannon (2015) provides further reason to be
skeptical of strong claims of neurological determination of decisions and actions. Such claims are
grounded in neuroimaging studies, but notably the kinds of information gathered from neuroimaging is
merely correlative: Data such as the BOLD signals of fMRI (markers of changes of blood oxygenation as
indicative of dynamic brain activity) are merely correlated with reported or task-relevant mental states (e.g.,
judgments about stimuli). Correlation is not sufficient for causal determination.
Notably, Roskies (2014a; 2014b) offers an even stronger claim against incompatibilist scientists who argue
that the physical sciences provide evidence of determination of human decisions and actions: She argues
that there is a critical distinction between metaphysical determinism (as defined in section III) and
apparent determinism. We tend, she argues, to think of predictability as the marker of determinism, and
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so unpredictability as the marker of indeterminism, but it may be the case that what we, given our current
knowledge of the physical world, taken as unpredictable may yet be fundamentally, or metaphysically,
predictable with complete knowledge. That is, apparently indeterministic systems can be metaphysically
deterministic. (For instance, in Shadlen and Roskies 2012, the two co-authors disagree as to whether noise
at the level of neural firing rates is supportive of metaphysical or merely apparent indeterminism. Roskies
argues the latter.) Relatedly, it may be the case that what we experience as predictable physically at a
macroscopic level is in fact fundamentally unpredictable at a microscopic level of analysis. Hence
apparently deterministic systems can be metaphysically indeterministic. She then notes, first, that physics
hasn’t yet found a complete physical theory, so the verdict is out on whether the world is metaphysically
deterministic or indeterministic. Furthermore, current neuroscience can only tell us about apparent
determinism. The criteria for neuroscientific evidence of complete predictability, of the variety relevant
for human free will, is quite demanding.
Moreover, Roskies and Nahmias (2017) argue against the position that even if Libet-inspired studies don’t
provide evidence of metaphysical determinism, they nevertheless could, in theory, provide support for a
more restricted, or “local” determinism. Perhaps, then, we should cease to conduct the search for truths
about free will in reference to the question of determinism, especially with regard to neuroscience of
agency. Instead, we ought to look toward the mesh (or lack thereof) of psychological models of decisionmaking and the physiological underpinnings of our volitional capacities (Roskies 2012a). In
“Libertarianism and Human Agency," Mele (2013b) does the important work of attempting an account of
this interdisciplinary connection, which seeks to understand what potential evidence of indeterministic
decision-making and action-production at the neural level would mean for the satisfaction of philosophical
libertarian accounts of free will (those discussed in section III.4). More broadly, Roskies (2016a) is
optimistic of the relevance of neuroscience to philosophy on certain fronts, including providing empirical
evidence as potential counterexamples to philosophical claims.
It should be noted here, though, that not all empirical studies of nonphilosophers’ judgments of free will
support that non philosophers are compatibilists who aren’t bothered by event-talk explanations of
decision and action: Knobe (2013) argues, based on clever surveys about human and computer actions,
that a sizable group of non philosophers are incompatibilists who favor a transcendental self view of the
free agent. This kind of agent, he notes, is at odds with the scientific vision of decision- and actionproduction in terms of events and processes. Hence the empirical work is not univocal on the question of
whether the folk embrace the challenge of neurological determinism to free will in one or more of its
forms. Nevertheless, a more optimistic take-away may be to argue that recent advances in neuroscience
may impact of view of ourselves as free agents by encouraging us to get rid of such inflated senses of free
will required for responsibility in favor of more down-to-earth mechanism-friendly control capacities for
responsible agency (Roskies 2013).
Even if, however, the case were clear that non philosophers don’t take neurological determinism to
threaten free will, as Mele (2014e) and Nahmias and Thompson (2014) have supported, other studies
have suggested that non philosophers take neurological determinism to be threatening to some kinds of
responsibility: When participants were primed to read either an explicit free will skeptic or free will neutral
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excerpt from a prominent neuroscientists, those participants were significantly less inclined to recommend
retributive legal punish (e.g., lengthy jail sentences) for a person who committed a violent crime (Shariff et
al. 2014). In these cases there was meant to be no benefit of the punishment for the convicted individual
or society, as he had received (participants were told) a “nearly 100% effective rehabilitation treatment”
(p. 3). Hence any prison sentence would be, presumably, due to the judged desert of punishment, given
the nature of the crime.
IV.4.4 Neuroscience and relevance for responsible agency
One might worry that a Libetian spontaneous wrist or finger flex is too simple or arbitrary of an action to
generalize the results of the studies to the kinds of decisions that matter, those for which we are held
responsible (Waller 2012; Waller forthcoming; Mele 2013i). Furthermore, past replications or extensions
of the original Libet study suffer from similarly problematic operationalization of relevant practical
decision and action — e.g., when to press a button (Banks and Isham 2009; Lau, Rogers, and Passingham
2007; Fried, Mukamel, Kreiman 2011; Jo et al. 2015), whether to press a left or right button (Haggard and
Eimer 1999; Soon et al. 2008; Alexander et al. 2015), whether or not to press a button (Brass and Haggard
2007), cued simple movement (Alexander et al. 2015; Shlegel et al. 2015).
Recently, a few neuroscientists have begun to investigate the neurological underpinnings of value-laden
decisions, those with options of differing value. Many of these studies have focused on decision-making in
rhesus monkeys, given the permitted use of experimental single cell recording in this research subject
pool. During a temporal discounting task — one in which the subject could choose a smaller reward now
or a bigger reward later, researchers found distinct neuron types across brain regions for distinct aspects
of the choice task (e.g., track choice over deliberation, track spatial bias in terms of location of option cue
on screen) (Maoz et al. 2013). This kind of work gives us insight into the neural circuits active during
decision-making in primates more broadly. Libet and others have proposed to tell us how motor decisions
are represented just prior to action in humans, but his work is limited in scope to arbitrary choices. Further,
this research goes beyond Libet to investigate how fine-grained aspects of that decision-making process are
cognitively represented in the brain.
Much of the neuroscience of agency has to do with the neurological mechanisms by which human agents
form intentions to act and control their overt movements. However, insofar as moral and legal
responsibility practices make substantive assumptions about the required control for an agent to be held
responsible, it is fair game to compare, using knowledge from neuroscience, whether we exercise that
control. Here scientists themselves have weighed in on whether our responsibility practices are justified.
Let’s begin with the conditions of agency for criminal responsibility: To be found guilty of a crime, it must
be shown beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant satisfies both the actus reus and mens rea specified
for the particular crime. (It should be added here as an additional condition that the defendant lacks an
affirmative defense.) Here by actus reus is meant having completed the guilty action (e.g., killing an
individual) and by mens rea is meant having certain mental states concerning that action (e.g., intending to
kill or harm an individual). But now does the neuroscience of agency suggest that defendants of a certain
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group — or maybe human agents on the whole — cannot satisfy these conditions? In an influential paper,
Greene and Cohen (2004) argue that insofar as criminal law is, at least in part, driven by retributivist
considerations, if neuroscience shows that free will is an illusion, then criminal law needs revision. This
contention relies on the following: First, Greene and Cohen assume, without relevant data, that non
philosophers are libertarian dualists about the required capacities and conditions for free will. Second,
neuroscience of agency supports some version of free will skepticism regarding those conditions for free
will. Third, if free will skepticism is right, then defendants won’t have the control over their conduct to
satisfy the mens rea and so are not deserving legal blame or punishment.
In response to Greene and Cohen’s open empirical claim that the ordinary conception of free will is a
dualist and libertarian one, Mele (2013j) presents results from his study that the majority of non
philosophers still agree that an agent acts freely even if all of the agent’s decisions and deliberation are
physical events and processes. Mele also notes that further studies by Nahmias and colleagues (2005; 2006)
support that a sizable portion of nonphilosophers are compatibilists. Hence, Greene and Cohen’s
assumption is not warranted. Regarding the broad claim that neuroscience of agency threatens criminal
responsibility, Maoz and Yaffe (2014) argue that the current research on the neural mechanisms of agency
do very little to excuse or exempt defendants as a whole: First, with regard to actus rea, they note that
findings from broadly Libet paradigms do not imply that agents never act on their intentions and perform
intentional actions. Hence, neuroscience is consistent with agents acting voluntarily. Second, although
studies have assessed representation of risk and ambiguity in decision-making, there is nothing to suggest
that neurotypical adults are unable to have the guilty mind required to be held responsible. Maoz and
Yaffe note, however, that neuroscience of agency tells us quite a bit about the mechanisms underpinning
self-control and so may be central to understanding and revising defenses, such as the insanity defense.
Interestingly, some neuroscientists have proposed an explanation of why agents feel regret or
disappointment with their decisions and action outcomes, even when those decisions and outcomes are
limited: Using a choice paradigm, Filevich and Haggard (2013) presented participants with a set of options
for action (e.g., which number to click) and allowed them to pre-select one option from the set before the
clicker was active. When the options appeared in the active clicker period, sometimes (but not always)
there were fewer options and the pre-selected option was no longer available. The difference in reaction
time to click on an option suggests that participants still cognitively represent all of the earlier options, even
if they are no longer available. Hence regret or disappointment may stem from, in part, the persisting
representation of a no longer available option.
What can neuroscience tell us about agency apart from our interest in free will and responsibility? Roskies
(2016b) has recently given an account of how the mechanistic, computational models offered by
neuroscience of our decision-making processes can more generally inform, at the level of systems
neuroscience, the notion of self-governance. We tend to value control over our mental life and actions in
part for the intrinsically valuable practice of structuring and planning our activities. Even if neuroscience
cannot definitively answer the compatibility question, dualist threats, and epiphenomenalist threats, as
explored above, the empirical results concerning the neurological processes underpinning decisionmaking can inform philosophical and psychological theories of what makes a person (or system more
generally) self-governing. Indeed, elsewhere, Roskies (2012b) has offered a fleshed-out version of a
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naturalized account of self-governance in terms of sourcehood which is compatibilist (insofar as we needn’t
worry about metaphysical determinism) and rooted in psychological findings of self-control. In this way,
Roskies argues that we human agents actually possess the control capacities (as Dennett might say) ‘worth
wanting.’
IV.5 Looking to the future: Neuroscience and free will
The work reviewed above has focused on studies of neuroscience of agency as conducted in experimental
cognitive neuroscience labs. However, there is a broader field of neurotechnology that intersections with
philosophical questions concerning our sense of identity and place in the world as agents. For instance,
Glannon (2012b) discusses the use of these advancements in neuroscience, such as psychopharmacology
(e.g., Adderall) and neuromodulation (e.g., deep brain stimulation), to enhance cognitive functioning in
nonclinical populations (e.g., college students or shift-workers taking drugs to improve memory and
concentration). He explores whether, given the neurological mechanisms affected and their connection to
our will, whether such use in each kind of case hinders or enhances our exercise of free will, offering an
analysis of each case in terms of the free will capacities impacted. (For a general audience version of
Glannon’s work on neurotechnology and free will, see Glannon 2014b).
Extending the discussion to clinical populations, Glannon (2013) addresses the use of neuromodulation,
including brain-computer interfaces, with patients such as those with prosthetics. He outlines how such
technology becomes part of the actor’s sense of self as agent and how autonomy is enhanced and restored.
Lipsman and Glannon (2013) argue that, indeed, the use of deep brain stimulation by populations such
as patients with Parkinson’s Disease presents new grounds and should be of interest to philosophical
debates about the nature of personal identity. Such neurotechnologies don’t just present philosophical
concerns and questions but raise critical ethical legal challenges in their (potential) use for criminal
populations, particularly those with psychopathic tendencies. Glannon (2014a) intriguingly asks about the
ramifications, legally and ethically, of the use of psychopharmaceuticals in place of prison, as well as how
prisoners’ right to bodily autonomy should be understood in this context.

V. PSYCHOLOGY OF FREE WILL: HOW DO HUMANS ACTUALLY EXERCISE
AGENCY?
Much like the neuroscience of free will, psychologists investigate issues of agency and responsibility with
a focus on the descriptive, or ‘what is the case’ questions: how agents do in fact exercise their agency. The
philosophy of free will, in contrast, is often focused on normative questions, or ‘how things ought to be’
questions. For instance, we’ve seen that philosophers of free will seek to give an account of what capacities
or conditions would enable or prohibit the exercise of free will. This is a separate question from what is
actually the case — whether we human agents do indeed possess those capacities in the right circumstances.
Of course, philosophers might “reach across the aisle” and consult with the empirical findings from
psychology, neuroscience, biology, or physics to give an informed response to the existence question. But
it is, primarily, the scientific fields of psychology and neuroscience that are concerned with how agents
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make decisions and act, including moral situations. As such, it is the results of the studies from these
disciplines, while descriptive in nature, that are then used as an evidence base to inform interpretations of
the results for our general decision-making and action production capacities. Further, these descriptive
scientific findings are then brought to bear upon the existence question or other significant and intriguing
descriptive matters, such as how our everyday behavior would change if we all became free will skeptics?
Would we be more or less prosocial? More or less aggressive? To what extent would we forgive those
who transgress moral norms? The recent work from psychology outlined here provides innovative selfreport and behavioral methods to investigating these important descriptive questions regarding our agency
and moral practices. (For a more detailed overview of recent psychological work on free will, inclusive of
several of the issues discussed below, see Baumeister and Monroe 2014).
V.1 Trait Self-control and Ego Depletion
To understand how agents make practical decisions is, in part, to understand the capacities and
mechanisms behind their decision-making and action production processes. We’ve seen work above on
the neural mechanisms underlying practical decision and action from a systems neuroscience perspective.
Here we’ll consider both theoretical and empirical work from psychology on the cognitive capacities and
mechanisms underlying agency at another level of description.
One assumption inherent in much of the philosophical free will literature canvassed above and indeed
everyday explanation of action is that representational mental states, such as beliefs and desires (e.g., my
belief that it is raining and my desire that I not get soaked) inform — indeed are causes of — of my action
(e.g., bringing an umbrella outside). Hence my mental states represent, or are about, the world I encounter
(objects, situations), and those representations causally impact my actions (see Crane 2014 for a good
introduction to this and other issues of mental representation). For instance, one prevalent idea is that
when we decide what to do, we not only consider, and hence, represent the world as it actually is, but we
consider, or represent, the world as it could be. That is, we entertain counterfactuals about the world.
Chater and Oaksford (2013) draw on the literature on computation and computer programs to provide a
theoretical framework for understanding how systems — whether natural (e.g., human minds) or artificial
(computers) encode, or represent, both the actual situation and counterfactuals in their causal models of
the world. This theoretical work may find some application in the aforementioned work on persisting
representations of alternative actions (Filevich and Haggard 2013).
Another everyday assumption about decision-making and intentional action is that we as agents need to
exert willpower from time to time — we need to resist satisfying our strong desires or urges. For example,
if I am committed to cutting back on eating pastries, then when I see that delicious-looking blackberry
scone at the coffee shop, it will require willpower to resist ordering and eating a scone. Psychologists have
studied a close cousin of the folk notion of willpower in research on self-control and ego depletion (for
the seminal study, see Baumeister et al. 1998). The basic idea is that we, as unified agents, must exercise
self-control during various tasks — e.g., restraining our impulses, regulating our emotions, making difficult
decisions, performing cognitively demanding tasks. Research shows, though, that this capacity for selfcontrol is not unlimited: After engaging in decisions and actions that require self-control, agents can suffer
from ‘ego depletion’ — the agent’s self-control is temporarily diminished and so the agent does not perform
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as well on tasks that require self-control. That is, if one exercises self-control during some task, then it will
be harder for one to do so on another task that required self-control. Recent work by Vohs et al. (2017)
suggests that ego depletion can lead to a form of “mental passivity” in which agents are particularly
disinclined to engage in subsequent tasks that required effort (e.g., eating food that requires some
preparation, answering consumer questions) and more inclined to engage in passive tasks (e.g., watching
TV). As we will outline in the research below, regardless of one’s trait self-control - or relatively stable over
time ability to exercise self-control, successful exercise of self-control is dependent upon previous attempts
to exercise self-control.
It’s interesting to note that although the effects of exercising self-control are known, the psychological
mechanism underpinning the capacity for self-control is unclear and the jury is still out among
psychologists. Some studies have supported that self-control is served by a limited set of resources,
understood in terms of energy reserves. In this vein, some research suggests that the underlying
mechanisms serving self-control have been tied to the physiological mechanisms governing blood glucose
levels (Galliot et al. 2007). However, this account of self-control and its underlying physiological
mechanisms is not univocally accepted and many reject a ‘resource’ mechanism account. For instance,
Levy (2016b) offers a competing account of the relationship between glucose stores and exercise of selfcontrol.
Setting aside the mechanism question, research supports that self-control is implicated in a variety of tasks,
including navigating test anxiety in order to perform well on cognitive tests (Bertrams et al. 2013). Work
by Hofmann et al. (2013) supports that those with high trait self-control — demonstrate a capacity for selfcontrol over time — report greater affective well-being and higher life satisfaction. The authors attribute
this relationship, in part, to the fact that those who regularly exercise self-control avoid, comparatively,
motivational conflict and greater emotional distress than those agents who don’t. Moreover, Daly et al.
(2014) found that, physiologically, those with high trait self-control exhibited lower resting heart rate and
distinctive cortisol level slope over time as compared to other participants. This finding may be due to the
ability of those with high trait self-control to maintain stable affect and so promotes health. Further, recent
studies, using a wide array of methods (e.g., self-report, behavioral, laboratory setting and experience
sampling) support that there is no limit, or ‘dose-dependent’-like relationship between trait self-control
and subjective well-being. That is, it has not be observed to be the case that an abundance of self-control
is associated with lower well-being (Wiese et al. 2018).
Interestingly, some have registered skepticism at the idea of Trait Self Control (Tangney, Baumeister, and
Boone 2004) as predictive of temptation resistance and more broadly a tendency for self-control behaviors:
Hoffman et al. (2012) found that trait self-control does not predict success in resisting impulses. Likewise,
Levy (2017) argues that, empirically, the link between those scoring high on the Trait Self Control scale
and exhibiting self-control behaviors is weak. Hence, to the extent that successful self-control is general
domain (non self-control specific) skill-based, one might question the positing of self-control as a trait
individuals can possess. Snoek, Levy, and Kennett (2016) apply this skepticism and general domain skillbased account of self-control to recovery from addiction, arguing that addicts are not necessarily deficient
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in willpower. Rather, those who are more successful in recovery may be those who are better at maintaining
willpower through the recruitment of skill-based strategies.
Still, setting aside debates regarding trait self-control, research supports that ego depletion hinders goal
pursuit. Which factors led to successful goal pursuit? Ego depletion bears an interesting relation to the
agent’s cognitive and evaluative states. Job et al. (2010) support that an agent’s belief about whether
willpower is limited or not impacts whether she suffers from ego depletion. Those who did not believe
that willpower was limited did not show ego depletion. Building on this finding, Vohs and colleagues
(2012) provide evidence that if agents believe that willpower is unlimited or find a task especially
meaningful, mild ego depletion is mitigated. That is, such participants are more likely to exercise self
control after recent completion of a task requiring self-control compared to other ego-depleted agents.
However, this effect of motivation and cognition does not hold for agents who have suffered more extreme
ego depletion. Further evidence that meaningfulness of a task buffers ego depletion come from studies of
decision-making requiring pain and effort. One might, intuitively, guess that the amount of effort and pain
a task requires is negatively correlated with the frequency of engaging in that task — i.e., the more effort or
pain one would need to go through to complete the task, the less likely one would be to complete the task.
The conventional wisdom goes, people seek to avoid unpleasantness and pain. However, Olivola and
Shafir (2011) found that if the experimental task was a prosocial one (here charity donations), especially
one aimed at alleviating the suffering of other people, participants were more likely to give more money
as the effort and pain involved increased. The researchers support the interpretation that the more a task
aims to alleviate human suffering, the more meaningful people find the task and hence the more likely
they are to commit more resources to the task. The researchers dub this “the martyrdom effect.”
Personality, such as whether an agent is action-oriented or state-oriented, is another factor in successful
goal pursuit (Gropel, Baumeister, and Beckmann 2014). More broadly, studies support that those with
specified plans to obtain their goals are on average more successful in achieving those goals (see also
discussion of implementation intentions in section IV.6). Masicampo and Baumeister (2012) add the
critical conditional, though, that if one is under strict time pressure to accomplish a goal, specific plans
may hinder, not aid, goal completion. Agents with insufficient time to carry out their plans succeed at
higher rates when they are open to alternative means. More broadly, complex factors beyond energy
reserves, such as whether one is changing focus from a more difficult or easier task to a new task — ‘task
switching,' affect one’s ability to initiate and execute new decisions and actions (see, e.g., Barutchu et al.
2013a for a discussion of the mechanisms driving this effect. Barutchu et al. (2013b) discusses ego
depletion in relation to task switching).
While much of the literature on ego depletion is conducted in the lab, Hofmann, Vohs, and Baumeister
(2011) surveyed adult participants’ desires and efforts to avoid temptation out in the world. Using mobile
phones, researchers signaled participants throughout their day to report the occurrence of various desires,
the strength of those desires, and the participants’ success in avoiding satisfying those desires (when those
desires conflict with goals). This broader method of sampling is called experience sampling. Self-reports
suggested that desires for rest and sex were the strongest, whereas participants experienced more frequent
self-control failures related to desires for media use and work. Using regression modeling, the study
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identified frequency and timing of self-control exercise as a predictor of subsequent self-control failure,
supporting the ego depletion theory. Baumeister and colleagues take self-control to be one of the key
components of human agency and part and parcel of what it is to exercise free will (see section V.4). The
capacity for self-control has been tied to the evolved capacity for social interaction and is utilized in the
performance of a variety of kinds of human decisions and voluntary action (see Alquist and Baumeister
2012 for a review). How does self-control operate in social contexts?
We’ve noted that self-control capacities can strongly influence our ability to act in effortful, taxing, or
tempting situations. These situations can include our interactions with social others. For instance,
participants with low trait or state self-control more frequently commit social norm violations (Gailliot et
al. 2012). Recall here that trait self-control is the stable capacity for self-control as evidenced over time
(and not on a select occasion). Relying on the rich empirical findings concerning self-control and ego
depletion, Baumeister (2013a) argues that antisocial and criminal behavior are mediated by an agent’s
failure to exercise self-control. Hence, criminal law might usefully use our understanding of ego depletion,
a key psychological and physiological mechanism behind failure of self-control, to inform understanding
of such behavior. And hence, he notes, on an optimistic note, that insofar as strengthening of trait selfcontrol capacities is possible, strategies for strengthening self-control may be of benefit to certain
populations, such as the incarcerated.
V. 2 Belief in free will and social behavior
The aforementioned surveys on non philosophers’ judgments of free will and responsibility (see section
IV.4) tell us a lot about the prevalence of compatibilist or incompatibilist, physicalist or dualist views of
free will and moral responsibility among the general population. But a further question of import is
whether non philosophers believe that free will exists — in particular, believe that some agents have the
control over their decisions and actions required to be held accountable morally and legally. We might
think of this as a trait — stable over time — belief in free will. But we could also inquire if non philosophers’
state belief in free will — belief at a time — can be changed and whether these induced differences in belief
in free will impacts social behavior and judgments regarding others. These questions have recently been
taken up in force by social psychologists.
In a review of literature of the “correlates and consequences” of nonphilosophers’ belief in free will,
Baumeister and Brewer (2012) note that studies support that baseline belief in free will — prior to any
experimental manipulation — is high among non philosophers. To measure belief in free will, researchers
have used the Free Will and Determinism Plus (Paulhus and Carey 2011) or the Free Will and
Determinism Scale (Rakos, Laurene, Skala, & Slane 2008). More recently, the Free Will Inventory has
been developed to address some issues with older measures of free will beliefs (Nadelhoffer et al. 2014).
Interestingly, although the belief in free will is generally high among the population, Ent and Baumeister
(2014) found that one’s embodied experience is related to the strength of one’s belief in free will: Those
with epilepsy, panic disorder, and strong felt physical desires reported lower belief in free will than others.
In relation to the prior psychological literature that supports a metaphysics-light choice model of free
decision-making among non philosophers (see section V.5), Feldman, Baumeister, and Wong (2014)
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found evidence that those with a strong trait belief in free will associate exercise of free will with choice
and enjoyment of making choices.
Research regarding the correlates of belief in free will is a reliable guide to how free will believers typically
think and act. However, several factors correlate with belief in free will, and as such these factors may
potentially explain the findings (e.g., conservatism correlates with belief in free will - Cary and Paulus,
2011; Crescioni et al. 2015). Therefore, psychologists must move beyond correlational studies and
experimentally manipulate belief in free will to disentangle the contribution of belief in free will on thought
and action. The main methods for induction of disbelief in free will include having participants read (and
sometimes restate) claims affirming a lack of control and responsibility, whereas control participants read
non-related statements, typically scientific ones. Baumeister and Brewer (2012) outline, among the many
noted, the following main behavioral effects of induced disbelief in free will: increased tendency toward
antisocial behaviors (in the lab) such as lying, cheating, and stealing (Vohs and Schooler 2008); expressions
of aggression and unwillingness to help others (Baumeister, Masicampo, and DeWall 2009). In
comparison, measured high belief in free will was associated with greater work ethic among laborers
(Stillman et al. 2010). In correlation studies (Alquist and Baumeister 2010; Alquist, Ainsworth, and
Baumeister 2012) participants who endorsed a stronger belief in free will conformed less with others’
actions than those who had a weaker belief in free will. In follow-up experimental paradigms, participants
who were induced to disbelieve in free will (e.g., read statements about lack of control) were more likely
to conform with others’ actions and judgments (e.g., offered the same or similar opinions of artwork to
those opinions of confederates). MacKenzie, Vohs, and Baumeister (2014) found that expressions of
gratitude are related to belief in free will: First, those with high trait belief in free will demonstrated a
greater tendency to feel gratitude. Second, induction of disbelief in free will reduced expressions of
gratitude for both past occurrences and occurrences in the lab. A strong belief in free will has been
associated with several positive traits and outcomes, including reported life meaning and satisfaction, a
tendency towards gratitude and forgiveness, and more reported commitment to relationships. Those who
were induced to disbelief in free will reported lower levels of meaningfulness in life (Crescioni et al. 2015).
(For a more recent review of the belief in free will literature that covers some of these studies, see
Baumeister and Monroe 2014.)
Given these connections between belief in free will and social conduct as well as research outlined above
on self-control, Baumeister and colleagues have often expressed free will as “an advanced form of action
control that evolved to enable people to function and thrive in cultural groups” (Monroe, Vohs,
Baumeister 2016, p. 41). However, Schooler registers some qualifications with this generalization of free
will as promoting pro-sociality. In his online general discussion of research on belief in free will (2013),
Schooler notes that some of the prominent findings, including his own seminal study on belief in free will
and cheating (Vohs and Schooler 2008), have failed to replicate. That is, other researchers have been
unable to obtain similar results when rerunning the experiments (in a relevantly similar manner). Instead,
Schooler endorses a more subtle view: that whether belief in free will makes us better people depends on
factors, such as personality.
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Belief in free will has been linked to disposition to punish. Some studies suggest that a belief in free will is
intimately tied to a desire to hold others responsible for bad actions and may function to justify one’s
punitive actions against those transgressors. For instance, Clark et al. (2014) found a relationship between
punitive tendencies and belief in free will: Participants who either consider or are exposed to immoral
behavior in the lab evidence increased belief in free will as compared to controls. This effect is supported
by correlative work on country-level data, in which countries with higher rates of crime and homicide
report stronger beliefs in free will in surveys. The authors argue that this effect is likely due to enhanced
punitive motivations. Hence, the function of our belief in free will may be to aid in motivating punishment
for morally bad actions. We’ve seen above, too, that induced disbelief in free will can lead to less punitive
tendencies on retributivist grounds (Shariff et al. 2014; see section IV.4; see also Martin et al. 2017).
In line with these findings, some have argued, on partly conceptual grounds, that a belief in free will may
foster negative and discriminatory attitudes towards the working poor and minorities (Miles 2011). The
line of thought seems to be that if one believes that agents make their choices and act freely, then one
believes that the agent is responsible for the consequences of those choices and actions. In response to
this contention, Vonasch and Baumeister (2013) conducted surveys which suggest that this is not the case:
Using the Free Will and Determinism Scale as a measure of free will beliefs, the researchers found that
belief in free will is not correlated with such attitudes: First, degree of belief in free will is not correlated
with sympathy with a person who works part-time by choice, but in fact stronger belief in free will is related
to greater sympathy with a person who works part-time but is searching for a better job. Further, belief in
free will was positively correlated with a desire for income equality. Scoring higher on another measured
trait though, called Just World Belief, did track many of the negative and discriminatory attitudes that
Miles incorrectly associated with belief in free will. Hence, Vonasch and Baumeister conclude that a strong
belief in free will in itself does not lead to more discriminatory individuals in society even if belief in free
will underpins punishing transgressors.
What overall message can we draw, then, from psychological work on belief in free will and its implications
for social agency? Free will and responsibility skeptics of the philosophical sort have debated the
repercussions of a societal belief in free will and/or moral responsibility (see, e.g., Nadelhoffer (ed.) (2013)
for a survey of skeptical views and their implications). A critical aspect of this debate revolves around the
issue of what human relationships and institutions would be like if society rejected free will or moral
responsibility (see Strawson 1962 for a foundational paper on the topic). In review of the belief in free
will, Shariff and Vohs (2014) argue that a society without the presumption of free will may well be less
retributivist in punishment, and in this way more exonerating of wrong-doers. This claim is in line with the
broader theme of Cohen and Greene (2004) as it pertained there to neuroscience of agency and criminal
responsibility practices. However, they also argue that free will may be too beneficial of a notion to
abandon completely, given the kinds of antisocial behaviors associated with reduced belief in free will.
Notably, belief in free will not only impacts social behavior, but also the capacities, neurological and
psychological, that underlie an individual’s exercise of agency, many of which have been discussed in
section IV and V.1. For instance, induced disbelief in free will among participants leads to weaker RPs
prior to voluntary movements in Libet-tasks (Rigoni et al. 2011; see section IV for a review of the abundant
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Libet literature). One noted component of decision-making and action production reviewed above is
counterfactual thinking (see V.1). Roughly, counterfactual thinking is the ability to simulate via mental
representations alternative ways that events could be. Counterfactual thinking is often assumed to be
critical to the process of practical deliberation, when an agent considers potential courses of action from a
perspective that the future is open (Even if metaphysical determinism is true, we can have epistemic
openness from the perspective of the agent who does not know the future.) One intriguing finding, then,
is that both induced belief in free will and measured baseline high belief in free will is related to increased
counterfactual thinking (Alquist et al. 2015).
V.3 What might a psychological account of free agency look like?
If we start with a ‘yes’ answer to the existence question (see section III) — that is, it is the case that free will
exists, then we can turn to psychology to fill out exactly what kinds of psychological capacities for decisionmaking and acting that free agents rely upon. One psychologist who works extensively in this vein is Roy
Baumeister, noted above in the work on self-control capacities and ego depletion. As Baumeister explains
this in his (highly accessible) Slate article, “there is a genuine psychological reality behind the idea of free
will” (2013b).
Baumeister offers a “scientific theory of free will” (2008; 2013; 2014a; 2014c; Baumeister and Monroe
2014): This type of free will theory takes it that no essential element of free will is “supernatural” or
“noncausal” (Baumeister and Vonasch 2011; Baumeister 2014a). Insofar the psychology of free will does
not tell us about the supernatural and tend to offer causal explanations, a scientific account of free will will
exclude these elements. Another critical assumption is that free will comes in degrees (Baumeister, Clark,
and Liguri 2014). Further, Baumeister conceives of a scientific account of free will as answering the free
will criterion question with an account of free action — “the capacity for free action” (as opposed to ultimacy
or volitional freedom) (Baumeister 2014a, p. 236). Hence, the appropriate question to ask is the following,
according to Baumeister (2014a): “To what extent and in what sense(s) can humans act freely?” (p. 235).
We’ll canvass some answers to this question, drawn predominantly from the work of Baumeister and
colleagues, here. The proposed answers rely heavily on what psychology can tell us about our agential
capacities.
One major component of Baumeister’s account of free will is the agent’s capacity for self-organization
(Baumeister and Vonash 2011). When we conceive of agents as systems, human agents are physical
systems which act on representations (see section V.1) and often independently of environmental stimuli.
This is the psychological analogue of the idea of endogenously-generated actions in cognitive neuroscience
(see section IV). Moreover, on this view, an agent in the sense of a self-organized system is autonomous —
it distinguishes itself from the environment and acts as a whole system, where “the whole is greater than
the sum of its parts” (Baumeister and Vonasch 2011, p. 44). Hence, Baumeister focuses on personal-level
representational mental states and their role in meaningful thought and intelligent behavior. He argues
that the capacities underlying free action cannot be understood in terms of the working of physics or
neurons but that “freedom exists at a high level of integrated self-organization” (2014a, p. 255). This
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account is then supported with work on psychological models of human behavior as well as work on the
role of consciousness and emotion in decision and action (see, e.g., Baumeister and Vonasch 2011).
Further, Baumeister (2013b; 2014a; 2014b; Baumeister, Clark, and Liguri 2014) draws on his body of
work on self-regulation and ego depletion to argue that our free will is constituted, at least in part, as an
evolved capacity for self-control and rational choice. This free will capacity likely evolved due to its role in
facilitating social coordination in a cultural context. Insofar as ego depletion can occur in degrees, the
capacity for free action can therefore be enhanced or diminished. The argument that free will is an evolved
set of capacities for action control has been further supported with appeal to the psychological research
on the prevalence and variety of belief in free will and the social and personal implications of those beliefs
(Baumeister, Crescioni, and Alquist 2011; see Mele 2011a for a commentary).
We’ve noted in section III that, typically, free will is taken to be the control condition for moral
responsibility. That is, an agent who exercises free will has the control over his or her actions required to
be blameworthy (for a morally bad action) or praiseworthy (for a morally good action). Our moral
responsibility practices are part of our broader system of morality — the kinds of moral codes we as a
community live by and embody as well as our reactions to violations of that code. And so, just as we can,
through the psychological sciences, offer a descriptive account of free will, we can also offer a descriptive
account of morality. Psychology and other disciplines, such as cultural anthropology, can tell us the kinds
of moral codes and practices actually in place across cultures (and their commonalities, if any).
In Baumeister and Vonasch 2012, the descriptive focus is on the substance, or essence, of morality. One
major theory regarding the substance of morality is the view that making moral judgments — and the
capacities required to do so — is the essence of morality (see, e.g., Gray et al. 2012). In a commentary of
such views, Baumeister and Vonasch argue that such a unitary focus in research leaves out other vital
features of human morality, such as action selection and control (e.g., deciding how to act and controlling
one’s action given a moral code). If so, they note, then capacities such as self-regulation (e.g., the kinds of
self-control capacities in section V.1) are just as important as capacities like perception and understanding
of other minds. Likewise, adequate focus should be draw to the cultural context as framing the moral rules
and norms governing social interactions (Baumeister and Vonasch 2012). Indeed, in a commentary on
the evolution of fairness, Ainsworth and Baumeister (2013) note that self-regulation capacities are critical
to enable social cooperation and acting on norms of fairness, as dictated by cultural norms, in the face of
competing selfish desires.
V.4 What is the role of consciousness in agency?
As we have seen, Libet and others inspired by Libet’s work have argued for the epiphenomenalist
challenge to free will: Conscious intentions to act never cause our actions, so no one exercises free will.
This argument isn’t accepted wholesale by researchers of agency, as we have seen with Mele (2009)’s
argument that conscious intentions to do some task later can increase the likelihood of successful
completion. However, there’s at least a kernel of truth to this epiphenomenalist challenge; consciousness
does not seem to be required for the completion of all tasks. For instance, work conducted on blindsight
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patients demonstrates how conscious awareness isn’t required for accuracy in task completion (for recent
work regarding, see Ko and Lau 2012). More broadly, even for neurotypical individuals, there is a complex
relationship between agents’ confidence in their detect of some stimuli (e.g., object), task performance
accuracy, awareness, and cognitive control. This relationship has been explored extensively for visual
discrimination tasks in the lab (see, e.g., Maniscalo et al. 2012, Maniscalo and Lau 2012, Rehnev et al.
2012a, Rehnev et al. 2012b, deLange et al. 2013, Maniscalo and Lau 2014, Solovey et al. 2014, Grimaldi
et al. 2015, Koizumi et al. 2015, Maniscalo and Lau 2015, Morales et al. 2015a, Morales et al. 2015b,
Maniscalo and Lau 2016, Maniscalo et al. 2016, Peters et al. 2017a, and Peters et al. 2017b).
Even if we accept the stronger claim that conscious mental life isn’t among the causes of or guide our
immediate actions, there’s evidence that consciousness plays a distal or indirect role in our agency,
particularly for tasks that require flexibility and planning. For instance, Baumeister and colleagues
(Masicampo and Baumeister 2013; Baumeister 2014a; Baumeister and Bargh 2014; Baumeister, Vohs,
and Masicampo 2014) propose that consciousness plays important social and cultural functions:
Specifically, they propose that consciousness is an evolutionarily adaptive capacity that allows humans to
generate novel and beneficial socially and culturally appropriate behaviors, allowing for social coordination
and communication. Here, part of the story is the theory that conscious thought serves as a hub for mental
simulation — or thinking through nonpresent events. This kind of capacity makes possible the
consideration of alternative actions and coordination of one’s actions across time and with social others in
one’s cultural community.
In a similar vein, Baumeister, Schmeichel, and DeWall (2014) outline how the exercise of certain creative
skills in the lab, such as drawing or jazz improvisation, can be diminished when participants are under
cognitive load. Cognitive load is a well-worn laboratory paradigm for taxing or occupying participants’
cognitive resources. Participants are given two tasks to complete simultaneously, with one of the tasks
requiring extensive cognitive resources, such as counting backwards by six. The thought is that if task
performance is hindered on another simultaneous task — here the creative task of drawing or musical
improvisation — compared to the performance of participants not under cognitive load, then that task too
must draw on cognitive resources. Baumeister and colleagues (Baumeister, Schmeichel, and DeWall
2014; Baumeister, Vohs, and Masicampo 2014) argue that these findings fit with the view of the conscious
mind as integrating and transforming key products of unconscious processes to produce complex
behavior. In this way, the conscious mind isn’t so much competing with the unconscious processes, but is
rather complementing the functions of those unconscious processes.
V.5 Developmental psychology: How do our agential capacities develop?
The previous psychology research surveyed here in section V has been conducted with adult participants.
Here we have discussed how adult humans exercise self-control, act in social contexts, as well as whether
they believe in free will and how their beliefs impact their social behavior. We’ve also looked at accounts
of free will, proposed by psychologists, which are grounded in the psychological research on agential
capacities. But one may well wonder how adults develop these free will capacities. After all, infants and
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young children aren’t held fully accountable, morally or legally, for their behavior and this is due in part
to the fact that young children aren’t assumed to be fully in control of their behavior.
These questions are fascinating ones and could occupy a review in itself. For the purposes of the present
review, we will briefly consider a selection of recent research on belief in free will among children. We’ve
noted that in surveys and interviews adults tend to focus on choice and constraint as the main elements of
exercising free will (e.g., Monroe and Malle 2014). In their research with young children aged 4 to 6,
Gopnik and colleagues (Gopnik and Kushnir 2014; Kushnir et al. 2015) similarly focused on ability to
choose and constraints on action. Specifically, Gopnik and Kushnir told the children stories about agents
performing various kinds of actions (e.g., physically possible, physically impossible) from either a firstperson or third-person perspective. Here judgments about the ability to do otherwise and lack of constraint
are used as a proxy or operationalization for children’s free will judgments. The children were then asked
for each kind of action performed: “Did he (you) have to do [fill in the action] or could he (you) have
chosen to [alternative action]?” Here the alternative action was either a physically possible or impossible
one — one physically constrained by force or the laws of nature. For example, children either drew a dot
on a sheet of paper unaided or were made to draw a dot (with their hand held firm). They were then asked
“Could you have chosen to draw a line rather than a dot, or did you have to have to draw a dot?” The
majority of children responded that one could have chosen to do alternative physically possible actions
(e.g., 71% for the dot/line question in the unaided condition), but in comparison only a small percentage
said that one could have chosen to perform a physically impossible act (e.g., 19% for the dot/line question
in the constrained condition). This effect was demonstrated cross culturally in a sample of children in the
same age range in China (Wente et al. 2016).
One aspect of choice and constraint as elements of free will is its connection to inhibition, or acting
contrary to one’s desire. Section V.1 examined the psychological capacities that underlie exercise of
inhibition in adults via work on self-control. Gopnik and Kushnir (2014; Kushnir et al. 2015) tested
whether, and how, young children understand the motivational force of our desires in action and the ability
for self-control. In particular, the researchers were interested in whether young children view desires as a
mental constraint on action. Both 4 year-olds and 6 year-olds were told stories about a choice to not do
something desirable (e.g., desire to eat a cookie) or a choice to do something undesirable (e.g., look in a
scary closet) in either third-person or first-person cases. They were then asked whether the agent (or you)
can choose to do the undesirable action or if she (you) have to do the desirable action. While 6 year-old
children evidenced an understanding that agents can act contrary to their desires, 4 year-old children were
less likely to respond in this way. Interestingly, children in the US and China show differences in these
patterns of judgments, with 6 year-olds in the US more frequently endorsing this ability for self-control
than in China (Wente et al. 2016).
The results suggest, then, that understanding self-control as a free will capacity emerges during the course
of childhood, perhaps as the children themselves develop these capacities. The researchers suggest that
these intuitions and conceptions of free will develop in conjunction with understanding of agency and
causality, as part of theory of mind capacities. Gopnik and Kushnir sketch how intuitions of agency
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demonstrated in the studies connect to the broader theory of how children come to exercise and
understand intentional agency.

VI. THEOLOGICAL ISSUES: CAN THE NATURE OF THE DIVINE LIMIT OR
RULE OUT FREE WILL?
Thus far, with the preceding discussion of metaphysical and neurological determinism, the focus has
largely been on nonagential threats to the exercise of free will in the form of processes, events, and laws of
nature that may limit or rule out free agents. But we may well worry — as philosophers, theologians, and
folk everywhere have — about a very different kind of determinism: divine foreknowledge and divine
intervention over the lives of humans. We’ll understand this kind of determinism as the following two
theses:

Divine Foreknowledge: God has infallible knowledge of all truths about the world (including all
human actions).

Divine Power: God is omnipotent and has ultimate determination over all events in the world
(including all human actions).
We can then ask a corresponding compatibility question about Divine Foreknowledge (or Divine Power)
and free will:
Can humans exercise free will if Divine Foreknowledge (or Divine Power) is true?
Recall the Consequence Argument; a similar line has been run historically about the existence of human
freedom given divine foreknowledge or divine power: Assume divine foreknowledge: Then God infallibly
believes at some earlier time, t1, that a human agent will perform a specific action, A, at a later time, t2.
Or, alternatively, assume divine power: that God as a creator brings it about via his agency at some earlier
time t1 that a human agent will perform a specific action, A at a later time, t2. But now, in this way, all
human actions are fixed given God’s infallible knowledge and the consequences of God’s earlier agency.
For, there is nothing human agents can now do about God’s foreknowledge or agency (prior to human
existence). As such, which actions human agents perform are too out of the hands of human control (For
a good introduction to the argument, see Haskers 2011). Hence, divine power and divine foreknowledge
appears, at first glance, to rule out deep openness — there is only one possible continuation of the past
given God’s providence. Therefore, divine power and divine foreknowledge preclude the ability to decide
(or act) differently and ultimate sourcehood. As may be apparent, this kind of determinism is only a threat
to incompatibilist accounts of free will and not compatibilists accounts which understand ability to decide
(or act) differently and ultimacy in ways that don’t require deep openness. But now if humans don’t
exercise incompatibilist free will, there is a worry that humans don’t deserve divine judgment and
punishment for their good and bad actions. This section focuses on theological-driven issues of free will,
outlining new work on the relationship between human freedom and divine determinism, often termed
theological fatalism.
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The prima facie incompatibility of divine power and human freedom turns on the details of God’s nature
as an agent. One such doctrine concerning the nature of God, Divine Universal Causality, holds that
“necessarily God directly causes all entities distinct from himself for as long as such entities exist” (Grant
2016, p. 214). On this doctrine, God causes all human agents and all human actions. Hence, one may well
worry that human actions, given this necessary cause, cannot be free in an incompatibilist sense (e.g., the
agent cannot act otherwise than he does or is not the source of his actions). Grant (2016) argues that God’s
causal relation to human actions is compatible with both Divine Universal Causality and with human
libertarian free will.
Another philosophical theologian takes a decidedly more historical approach to issues of God’s nature
and human freedom: Couenhoven is an Augustine scholar (2013b; 2016a; 2016b; 2016c) who extensively
examines the intersection of original sin, predestination, and human freedom. Original sin refers, roughly,
to the idea that humans are born, or are inherently, sinful. Augustine is a major proponent of original sin.
Predestination is often discussed as a narrower version of theological fatalism: here the focus is on human
salvation: if God causes all being distinct from himself, then it is predestined, or predetermined, whether
a human agent will obtain eternal life, or salvation (see, e.g., Couenhoven 2014; 2017). Still, Augustine
held that human agents can act freely and be responsible for their conduct. In his book, Stricken by Sin
(2013c), Couenhoven reconstructs and critically engages the doctrines of original sin and predestination
of medieval theologian Augustine. Couenhoven defends a compatibilist account of responsibility, drawing
from Augustine, even in the face of original sin and predestination. This Augustine-influenced account is
then situated in our contemporary social lives.
Coenhoven’s work bridges traditional philosophical theology with more analytic philosophy of religion
(see, e.g., Coenhoven 2013a). For a user-friendly guide to the terms used in the discussion of
predestination, see Couenhoven’s “Predestination” in the Vocabulary for the Study of Religion. For an
accessible overview of Couenhoven’s research questions and the applicability for our everyday decisions,
interactions, and experiences, see a recent online interview with Couenhoven (2015a). Couenhoven has
also been interviewed on the topics of theological fatalism and the problem of evil on PBS’s program
Closer to the Truth in Season 14 (episodes 2 and 12).
As Couenhoven’s work exemplifies, the proposed incompatibility between divine foreknowledge and
human freedom has a long intellectual history. Recently, Hunt (2016) has proposed that the apparent
conflict between the nature of God and human agency should be reframed as an aporetic problem. Instead
of thinking of either divine foreknowledge or human freedom as being at risk, philosophical theologians
ought to approach the issue as a puzzle that recommends revisiting of theological assumptions and
conceptions. He argues that on this approach, we have good reason to think that there is something wrong
with the argument for theological fatalism, while also taking seriously that we may need to revise our
implicit or background assumptions given the argument. Hunt draws on work of theological fatalism from
Augustine and to motivate this approach to the argument and proposes a solution to the problem.
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The dominant understanding of divine knowledge is that God is all-knowing. Hunt (2013) explores a
related intriguing asymmetry between divine power and divine knowledge. He notes that although God’s
divine power, or omnipotence, is understood to mean that God is unrestrained in what he can do, not
understood to mean that God does in fact do everything he can. However, God’s knowledge, or
omniscience, is understood as actively exercised ability — that is, God doesn’t just have the capability to
know everything, but he does in fact know everything. This conception of God’s nature is well-established.
However, as Hunt puts it, “Why is God thought of as omniscient rather than ‘omni-knowledgeable,' where
the latter means roughly ‘being able to know whatever one wants to know whenever one wants to know
it’” (2013, p. 1). Hunt canvasses the justifications for this asymmetry and argues that an omniknowledgeable being ought to be considered as omniscience. Acceptance of omni-knowledgeability for
theological theory construction is explored.
We’ve mentioned divine power and divine foreknowledge as proposed attributes of God. One further
aspect of the nature of God in philosophical theology is perfect goodness. The philosophical literature
includes discussion of, for example, whether divine perfection is possible (or perhaps necessary) and
further, assuming the possibility, the features of a divinely perfect being are one point of discussion (see,
e.g., Murphy 2014 for a good overview of the topic). For our purposes, though, the status of God as a
perfectly good being intersects with issues of freedom and moral responsibility. First, to say that God is
perfectly good is to attribute, on one reading, moral qualities to God. But if one attributes moral qualities
to God, then God is subject to our moral assessment and may be obligated to act, morally, in certain ways.
If moral assessment requires free will, then God is a free agent (divine freedom). Leftow (2013) argues
that moral perfection is possible, and that if God exhibits moral perfection, he must be subject to and
satisfy moral obligations.
Consideration of God’s nature as a being on the whole— divine power, divine foreknowledge, and divine
perfection — yield further questions regarding agency. God is, one the view noted above, a free agent. Can
God satisfy conditions of free agency that have been proposed for human agents? To what extent, does
God’s omnipotence (form of divine power) and omniscience (form of divine knowledge) constrain his
agency? For instance, one point of discussion is whether God has the ability to do otherwise, one of the
free will capacities considered in section III. Some theists argue that God provides for humans in ways
that he need not have done (e.g., human free agency, sending Christ to die for them). Leftow (2016)
explores the extent of and limits on God’s ability to do otherwise, given his omniscience and so perfect
rationality. He accepts a version of voluntarism (theory of God’s nature as will) and argues against a
rationalist picture of God’s agency. He argues that God, on this conception, is bound to the morally best
options, of which there may be more than one. However, God may have preferences regarding nonmoral
matters (e.g., aesthetic) and in the faces of options with differing nonmoral value, God is not bound to
choose among the option(s) that optimize nonmoral value and may choose in line with preferences. (In
contrast, Couenhoven 2016d defends non voluntarism regarding God’s freedom and responsibility.) In a
similar vein, Leftow (2015) defends an account of robust divine freedom and argues that a certain
established doctrine of God’s nature, divine simplicity, is incompatible with robust divine freedom and so
ought to be rejected. Other puzzles of divine agency assuming divine perfection arise, such as weakness
for temptation. If God is perfectly good, then he presumably is not tempted to do evil nor does evil. By
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‘doing evil’ here, we mean one species of morally bad actions. However, Biblical accounts assert that
Christ, the Son of God, was tempted as human agents are. Human agents are, at times, tempted to do evil.
Hence, Christ was at times tempted to do evil. Leftow (2014) takes up this puzzle. He argues the given
Christ’s embodied nature, temptation to do evil is consistent with divine goodness.
One well-known theological problem at the intersection of divine power and human freedom is the
problem of evil: roughly, how could God, a perfectly good and omnipotent being, create a world with evil.
This quandary may lead us to be skeptical of the existence of such a God. Grant (2015) tackles a related
problem tied to human freedom: Consider again Divine Universal Causality — the assumption that God
is the cause of all being distinct from God, and humans are part of that being. But now humans perform
sinful actions. Hence it seems that God causes sin. This conclusion, however, is at odds with the view that
God does not cause human sin. Grant (2015) defends a historical response to this argument, articulated
by Anselm and Aquinas. Grant argues, in line with these theists, that God does not cause sin as it is the
sinner, the human agent, who causes the privation, or lack, of virtue of sinful acts.

VII. CONCLUSION
We take it that when we act in the world it is, at least sometimes, up to us how we act; it seems as though
we decide, ourselves, what to do and control our movements so that we are agents of change in the world
around us. The disciplines of philosophy and the sciences have taken up this issue of agential control to
reveal aspects of our lives as agents: Over what do we exercise control worthy of being called free agency?
Here we’ve seen proposals that our free agency may extend to our decisions, our intentional actions, and
perhaps our attitudes and failures to act. We have also canvassed more skeptical claims about free agency.
We have considered questions of the kind of control that agents do exercise or would require to exercise
free will - here proposals ranging from more modest event-causal pictures (free actions caused by our
intentions and other mental states) to more demanding agent causal pictures have been reviewed. We
have also considered challenges to free will, from the nature of the world to the nature of the Divine. How
one answers these questions has prime bearing for our view of ourselves as self-governing and responsible
agents, morally, legally, and (from the view of theology) in the eyes of God.
What’s striking about this collection of research on free will — albeit undertaken from different
approaches, descriptive and normative— is the rich interdisciplinary discussion fostering new
understanding. Of course there are limits to what psychology and neuroscience can tell us about
metaphysical matters such as determinism and dualism. To this end, scientists and philosophers would do
well to continue to foster interdisciplinary dialogue on what, exactly, we mean when we speak of
determinism (and varieties thereof) as well as how nonexperts conceive of free will and moral responsibility
and the impact of that conception on their social behavior. Still, descriptive work from the sciences,
outlined here and in ongoing work, on how we exercise agency in terms of the underlying psychological
and neurological processes and the role of consciousness and social context aids in addressing whether we
measure up to the normative philosophical accounts of what free agency requires and, perhaps, ideally
would be. We’ve seen, for example, work that suggests the powers and limitations of our capacity for selfcontrol as well as the neural markers of intentional action. Likewise, the normative fields of philosophy
and theology are rich with conceptual resources and distinctions, such as enriched understanding of
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intentional action and the abilities of free agents, that are increasingly taken up in the theoretical framework
of neuroscientists. Continued collaboration of the humanities and sciences promises new insights
regarding our lives as free and responsible agents.
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